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INTRO DUCT IO~; 

~· ,.._l ,.. !'" -··,~ ~ 

li:_) ~ ·~ L:- ~ G .k J 

The Enewetak people were relocated to Ujelang Atoll in 1948 so 

that the United States could conduct part of its nuclear testing program 

at Enewetak Atoll. In 1972, at the request of the Enewetak Council, the 

U.S. Government began the process of returning Enewetak Atoll to the 

Enewetak people. A parf of the U.S. Government's responsibility was to 

determine the radiological status of the atoll and to estimate the radio-

logical doses as a consequence.of resettle~ent. Therefore, a 

preliminary survey was conducted fror.; October 1972 throu;:;h February 7, 

1973. The results of this survey and the associated assessment were 

published in late 1973. 1 

The gen~ral conclusions fro~ that surve~ were: (1) the terres-

tri~l food chain presented the gr~atest source of potential dose to a 

returning population, (2) 137 cs and 90 sr were the !ilOSt significant 

radionuclides over the next few decades, (3) living patterns involvin& 

the northern half of the atoll would result in radiation exposure that 

would exceed U.S. Federal Guidelint:s--the southern haif of the atoll 

presented no problem for either residence or a~riculture, and (4) the 

transuranic isotopes presented a long ten: soi.:rce of e>:p0sure in the 

northern and eastern regions of tlit:: atoll. 

Since that initial radiological survey more data were accumulated 

concerning the concentration and uptake of the radionuclidcs into the 

terrestrial and marine food chains. In addition, new data were 

developed for e>:ternal ga1;r.ia exposures and soil radionuclide 
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concentrations subsequent to those cleanup efforts directed to~ard scrap 

removal and soil removal from areas of highest transuranic soil 

concentrations begun in 1977. 

The purpose of this report, as a result of now having more data 

available, is to refine the dose predictions for alternate living 

patterns proposed for the resettlement of Enewetak Atoll. 

For many reasons;the time frame for developing the assessment of 

the alternate living patterns based on all of these new data were quite 

short. Initial requests for the assessment by May 1979 were impossible 

to meet because time to collect and analyze the samples and evaluate the 

data exceeded the time allotted. Extension to July 1979, made a new 

assessment possible but required so~e compromises to meet the deadline. 

For example, the progracs to develop ·better concentration and 

uptake data in subsistence foods were began on Enewetak Atoll in August 

1975 and on Bikini Atoll in August 1977. Samples from these projects 

which involved planting and harvesting the subsistence food crops, have 

only becoDe available in the past year and a half, and the data base for 

each subsistence crop is not as cocplete as it will be within the next 

year or t\..'O. Studies of the i:;-,arine environD-ent and ground •;ater h.:::ve 

been continuing since 1974. 

The program to de ten::i ne tlie Ir oo concentration of 'cs and ' Sr 

in the soil and the e>:ternal garw:::.a exposure was begun in February 1979, 

at the conclusion of the cleanup activities at the atoll. Starting in 

February 1979, soil samples were collected in a 50-m grid on all of the 

northern islands at Enewctak Atoll. However because of time and budget 

restrictions, only samples on a lOO~m grid were analyzed for 90sr and 
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137cs; these samples form the basis for evaluating the terrestrial 
I .• ! 
I: • 
L.:/ d ~~· 

food chain. We would prefer that the entire potential data base were 

available, but as a result of the time constraints we are basing the 

assessment on the 100-m grid data. We are currently evaluating the data 

on ·the distribution and ranges of the soil radionuclide concentration for 

each of the islands to determine whether analysis of the other samples 

will be necessary. 

In addition, only external gac:Ea data are available for the 

islands in the north· .. :cst quadrant of the atoll, i.e., Bol;oluo (Alice), 

Bokambako (Belle), Kiruna (Clani), Louj (Daisy), Bokinwott:Je (Edna), and 

Boken (Irene) and Runit (Yvonne) Island on the eastern side of the atoll 

(Fig. 1). Soil samples arc now being analyzed for. these islands, but 

evaluating the data and subsequent assessments ~ill be done later. 

However, these islands are not included as residence or agriculture 

is1ands in any of the resettlement options described in the 

rehabilitation plans. 

Data .:?re still un.::v.:::ilablc for the 241 Pu concentr.::tion in the 

soil on the islands. 'h'c, therefore, usec 241 Pu soil data collected in 

our test plot on Enjebi (J.::net) Island to detenJine the "gro1-.·-in" of 

241 Ar:i, the daughter produi:t of 241 Pu. 'h'e extrapoL:.tecl the observed 

241Pu/241Am ratio fror.i Enjcbi (J.Jne:L) Island to the rest of the: 

islands at the atoll to develop an initial evaluation of the impact of 

24 1Am "grow-in" from 24 1Pu. However, we kno1-.• the ratio 1-.•ill vary at 

the atoll and this analysis only serves to indicate the relative 

magnitude of 24lpu in the dose assessrr:cnt. 

In addition there h.Js been insufficient time to adequately evalu-

ate the diet survey and to develop an evaluation of the distribution and 

uncertainty of the final dose estimates. 
- 3 -
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DATA BASES 

j 

The exposure path'lolays for persons resettling Enewetak Atoll con-

sist of two major categories: (1) external exposure and (2) internal 

exposure. 

The specific path~ays in eac~ of these categories are: 

(1) External Expds_u.re 

a. Natural background 

b. r:an-made i:;e;;:;::a and be ta 

(2) Internal Exposure 

a. Radionuclides in terrestrial foods 

b. Radionuclides in marine foods 

c. Radionuclides in drinking water 

d. Radionuclides inholed 

The natural background at the atoll is 3.5 r per hour and 

results primarily from cosmic radiation. The natural background is not 

includcJ in the doses presented in this poper. 

External Exposure: - In Situ Measurements 

External exposure rates for 137 cs and 60 co, as \./ell as the 

surface (0 to 3 err.) concentration values for 241 A.m, were obtained from 

in situ measurements perfon1ed by EG&G, Inc., as part of the Enewetak 

Cleanup Project and can be found in Reference 2. A draft copy of the 

detailed description of the systems and procedures employed in the in 

situ measurements is included \.lith this report (Appendix A). These 

measurements were obtained utilizing a planar, high purity, gerrnan1urr. 
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(HPGe) detector having a surface area of 19 cm2 and a thickness of 

1.6 cm. The detector was suspended from a retractable pneumatic boom 

740 cm above ground. The boom was mounted to the rear of the Thiokol 

IMP - a small, light\..·eight, tracked vehi.cle--modified and equipped to be 

a fully self-contained, mobile, data-acquisition and reduction system. 

Quantitative data can be obtained from in situ measurement by 

combining a theoretical calculation of the flux at the detector as a 

function of source and so~rce distribution with an experimental cali-

bration of the detector response to a given incident flux. The un-

scattered flux of garr:=.a rays of energy E at a height h above a smooth 

-air-ground interface resulting froQ an eQitter distributed in the soii 

(Fig. 2) is given by: 

00 00 S exp [-<:. .. h sec G + ~ z sece )] 

f f 
v a s 

2 
4'" (h sec ~ + z sec ti) 

2-:- rdrdz, 
0 0 

"1here 

. . . (rho
3

tons), S = the sour cc a c t l v l t y pi::: r 1.rn l t \' .:> 1 ur:. c -
v 

and 
Cr.i Sec 

U U = the air and soil tctal linear attenuation a' s 

coefficients (co-1). 

This e):pression assu..-:es a source distribution that varies only \.;ith 

( l ) 

depth. For fallout activity the distribution after a period of time can 

be reasonably appro>:iQated by an exponential distribution given by 

-

s 
v 
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where 

s0 
= the activity per unit 

v 
(

photons) volume at the surface 
3 

, 
. cm sec 

a= the reciprocal of the relaxation length (cm-1). 

The detector resp.onse to a given flux of gamr;:;a rays of energy E, 

incident at an angle , can be given in terms of an effective detector 

area, A, defined by 

A 
N 
-1?. 
8 ( 3) 

The effective area, in general, varies as a function of the gao:::a 

ray angle of incidence and is normally .... -rittcn as 

and 

A A R(C), 
0 

( 4) 

where 

A0 = the detector photopeak-count-rate for a unit 

perpendicular to the detector face 
( 

cps 

y /cm
2 

-

flux incide:~l 

· ) , and 
se::: 

R(0) the ratio of the detector response at an angle to that 

at O = o0 • 

Both A
0 

and R(~) are determined experimentally as a function of 

energy; calibrated reference sources are used with the detector mounted 

in its standard field configuration. 
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If Eqs. 1, 2, and 4 are combined into the form of Eq. 

tionship between the net photopeak count rate and the source activity 

within the soil will result. In addition, if the appropriate detector 

calibration results are inserted with the appropriate parameters for a 

given source distribution and the required numerical integration is 

performed, the desired conversion factor is produced. The conversion 

factor, s0
/Np, as determined above is in units of 

v -

3 
1'/cn -sec 

cps For a 

specific radionuclide the results can also be given in terms of total 

activity per unit area, s
2

, using 

0 

so 
v 

Cl 
( 5) 

Another useful conversion factor relates the net photopeak count 

rate to the average concentration in a given layer of soil. The average 

concentration per unit voluoc in the top z centimeters, svz' is given by 

l 
z 

sz J so -:.i.z 
( 6) e c z 

v z v 
0 

so 
v ( 1-e - :iz ) 

uz 
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~ , ~ : · .. .'' . Once the conversion factor relating the net photopeak counts, 

0 
Np, to the activity per unit volume at the surface, S , is obtained for a 

v 

source distribution, Eqs. 5 and 6 can be used to arrive at the corre-

sponding conversion factor for the total activity per unit area SA' and 

for the average activity per unit volume in the top Z centimeters, SZ 

By dividing the SZ by the soil density, in 3 g per cm , 

expressed in units of a;tivity per unit mass. 

the results can be 

Table 1 shows the conversion factors for 137cs obtained for the 

Enewetak system for several different depth distributions. Also sho1,.'11 

in the last coluon are the corresponding conversion factors for total 

external exposure rate, in R/h, at the 1 meter level. These results 

were obtained directly from the total activity per unit area conversion 

factors using data given by Beck, et al.3,4 

Various assumptions must be made to derive these conversion 

factors.1,3 The most significant assumption is made for the depth 

distribution. In general, it is very desirable to perform field meas-

urecients to establish the source distribution with depth, and thus, also 

allo1,.1 fo;:- a direct measurement of the soil density. In a situation 

where the depth distribution varies significantly fro~ point to point 

within a given area, as on many islands at Enewetak, it is necessary to 

obtain, or assume, an average depth distribution. For the northern 

islands at Enewetak, previous data (1) indicate that the average depth 

distribution for 137cs has a relaxation length on the order of 10 to 

15 cm. In using the data given in Table 1, a reasonable first approach 

would be to take the average of the values given for a 10 cm and for a 

15 cm relaxation length. More precise data can be obtained for any 

given area if the depth distribution is better known. 
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L._/ i.: ':.:, ~~· Although a knowledge of the depth distribution may be critical 

when using in situ measurement techniques to determine concentration 

values, this is not the case if these techniques are used to determine 

ext~rnal exposure for rate values. The exposure rate conversion factors 

(last column, Table 1) are relatively insensitive to rather large varia-

tions or uncertainties in the depth distribution. Comparisons made be-

tween exposure rate valu!S determined using in situ techniques with those 

obtained with a pressurized ionization chamber are in general quite good 

(see, for example, Beels, et al. (4) Table 21). 

The conversion factor used for 137cs was 3.6 R/h per cps. 

Concentration values may be obtained frora the exposure rate values by 

multiplying the appropriate ratio of the conversion factors given in 

Table 1. For 60co, a conversion factor of 20.5 R/h per cps can be 

used wit:h the 1173 keV peal: or 22.3 R/h per cps with the 1333 keV 

peak. In principle, either of these peaks could be used to determine 

the total exposure rate resulting f~oo 60co; both should lead to the 

same result. In practice, however, soce measuremants were sli&htly 

different in the two results. In these: cases the averai;e value was used .. 

The mini1:1um detectable activity (:m.;) for the in situ results was 

set at the 30 level where sq;ma equals the square root of the sum of the 

net photopeak counts plus twice the background counts. Because the MDA 

is a function of the background under a i;iver, photopeak, .. ·hich varies 

from location to location, there is no unique number for the tillA for any 

given isotope. The actual value for a specific isotope varies slightly 

from location to location, and the values of 0.5 pCi/g for 241A.-.i, 0.2 

R/h for 137cs, and 0.5 R/h for 60co used in the present report 

represent the worst-case situation as actually encountered at Enewetak. 
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In Appendix A there is a draft report by EG G on the calibra-

tion and measurement methodology for in situ determinat.ion of 241Am at 

Enewetak Atoll. This draft report will be expanded to include 137 cs 

and 60co, although the methodologies are very similar. 

With the exceptions of Bokinwotme (Edna), Taiwel (Percy), and 

Lujor (Pearl), IMP measurements of 137cs, 60co, and 241Am were 

reported by the Desert Research Institute (DRI) for the islands Bokolu 

(Alice) througl1 Billae (Wilma). INP measurements of Bokinwotrne (Edna) 

and Taiwel (Percy) are not currently planned and those on Lujor (Pearl) 

are not complete. In Tables 2 and 3, the average external exposure 

rates are sum::iarized ln R per h for 137 cs and 60co, respectively. 

Average surface soil concentrations, in pCi/g, for 241Ar.1 arc sur;u::arized 

in Table 4. Two types of mean results are presented in each table--those 

computed with the actual measurement results 

and those coQputed by substituting the appropriate }illA value for all 

measurement results less than the MDA. 'Where no measurement resu1 ts 

were less than the appropriate }IDA, the latter ty?e of mean is not 

computed. HDA values used in the mean calculations were provided to DRI 

by EG&G and arc single valued over the entire atoll. Results for 

Bokaidrikdrik (Helen) appear as the Boken (Irene) sand spit entries, 

because the sand spit is all of Bokaidrikdrik (Helen) that remains. 

Mean results for the quadrants of Enjebi (Janet) reflect the following 

allocations of the baseline data: north baseline to the northeast 

quadrant, east baseline to the southeast ~uadrant, south baseline and 

benchmark (point O,O) to the southwest quadrant, and ~est baseline to the 

- 10 -
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northwest quadrant. West tip of Aomon (Sally) entries reflect results 

for the land mass created between Eleleron (Ruby) and Aomon (Sally) by 

the Pacific Area Createring Experiment (PACE) tests. Results for Lojwa 

(Ursula) a~e preliminary. With the exce~tion of the Billae (Wilma) 

60co results, the percent difference between the two types of means 

for a given island and isotope does not exceed 16 percent. In fact, for 

the most part it is les~ than 7 percent. The Billae (Wilna) 60co 

means reflect the difference expected when a sibnificant number of the 

measurement results are less than the }IDA and the rnaxinun observed is 

not significantly higher. 

In our calculations of the external dose due to 137cs and 

60co, we have used the me<:n values based on the actual rneasurer;ient 

results for the islands Enjebi (Janet) through Billae (Wilma). For 

Aomon (Sally) we have weighted the ncan results for AoDon (Sally) and 

Aomon (Sally) west tip according to their respective areas: approx1-

mately 40 hectares for AoDon (Sally) and approximately 3.4 hectares for 

Aomon (Sally) west tip .. In the case of the southern isl.1nds, Jinedrol 

(Alvin) throu&li l~idre:;en (Ke:ith), \;e h.:;ve usec the results reported in 

reference 1 (pg. 501): 0.2 R/h for 137cs and 0.1 R/h for 60co. 

Decayed from 1973 to 1979, the external exposure rates for 137cs and 

60co among the southern islands arc currently estiDated at 0.174 and 

0.0454 R/h, respectively. To convert froo exposure rates to dose 

rates, a factor of 6.2·1 mrcm/y per i;R/h 1\;is used. 

Beta doses have been measured on Enjebi (Janet) Island and 

Bokombako (Belle) Island at Enewetak Atoll.5 TI1e measurements were 

made at 1 meter height using thermoiuminesccnt Dosii;ieters (TLD's) with 
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varying thickness of aluminium absorbers. The "shallm .. · doses" I \ I : 

.:. / J ~.J 

calculated for Enjebi (Janet) Island are approximately 1.1 rem in 30 y 

and for the southen1 islands the dose is 0.01/rem in 30 y. This 

"shallow dose" is received primarily by the surface layers of skin ( 1 cm 

deep); deep doses from the external beta to organs such as gonads, bone 

and basal cells in the skin are less than 1 mrem in 30 y. The shallow 

dose contribution from the beta emitters cannot be summed with the bone 
~ 

and wholebody doses presented in this paper; if surface skin doses were 

to be considered independently then the "shallo.,.,· dose" fror.1 the beta 

ernitters should be included. Because the beta particles have a short 

and defined range any absorbing materials present, such as gravel 

buildings or clothing, will greatly reduce the external dose fro~ beta 

emitters. 

Inhalation Calculations 

Respirable 293+2 40Pu and 24lfu~ are calculated using d3ta 

developed in resuspension experiments conducted at Ene~etak Atoll in 

February 19i7 and Bikini Atoll in May 1978. A brief description of the 

methodology is given here but QOre detail and discussion can be found in 

a paper currently in press.6 

The study conducted on Bikini Island in May 1978 provided a more 

cornplete set of data, follo~ing our prelicinary studies on Enjebi 

(Janet) Island of Enewetak Atoll in February 1977. (Subsequent studies 

were conducted on Eneu Island of Bikini Atoll.) The Bikini Island study 

utilized extensive soil sar.:pling and in situ gar.::ia spectroscopy to 

determine isotope levels in soil and vegetation, various air sampling 
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devices to determine particle size distribution and radioactivity, and 

~\ T-· ~~-., ·L. 
~ ·/ . \ ; ~ i 1 u~WLl u 

micrometeorological techniques to determine aerosol fluxes. Four 

simultaneous experiments were conducted: (1) a characterization of the 

normal (background) suspended aerosols and the contributions from sea 

spray off the windward beach leeward across the island, (2) a study of 

resuspension of radionuclides from a field purposely laid bare by bull-

dozers as a worst-case c~dition, (3) a study of resuspension of radio-

active particles by vehicular and foot traffic, and (4) a study of 

personal inhalation exposure using small dosimeters carried by volunteers 

during their daily routines. Less complete studies similar to (1) and 

(2) had been performed previously on Enjebi (Janet) and background 

studies similar to (1) were performed later on Eneu. 

The "normal or background" mass loading measured by 

gravimetric methods for both atolls is approximately 55\.lg/m3. The 

Bikini experiments show that 34~g/m3 of this total is due to sea-salt 

which is present across the entire island as a result of ocean, reef, 

and wind actions. The mass loading due to terrestrial or1g1ns is 

therefore about 21 :..g/rn3 . The highest terrestrial rn.Jss load inf, 

observed was 136.,..g/w3 im;;;ediately after bulldozing. 

Concentrations of 239 + 240 Pu have been determined for 

collected aerosols for normal ground cover and conditio:1s, l.e. "norr.1al 

conditions", in coconut groves, for areas being cleared by bulldozers 

and being tilled, i.e. 11 high activity conditions," and for stabilized 

bare soil, i.e., the cleared areas after a fe\..' days weathering. The 

plutonium concentration in the collected aerosols changes relative to 

the plutonium surface soil concentration for the various situations. We 
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have defined an enhencement factor (EF) as the 239+240pu concentration 
n '°'I _, ,J . I , ; , 
i..;;,;... i.... \.l_~_,:. :.....: l': 

in the collected aerosol mass divided by the z39·+240Pu surface soil 

(0-5 cm) concentration. 

The EF obtained from standard Hi Vols for normal conditions 

is less than l; the EF for the worst case, high activity conditions is 

3.1. Table 5 gives a si.=ary of the observed EF at Bikini and Ene••:etak 

Atolls. 

The EF of less than 1 (EF<l) for Hi Vol data for the noroal 

open air conditions is apparently the result of selective particle 

resuspension in which the resuspended particles have a different 

plutonium concentration than is observed in the total 0-5 co soil 

sample; in other words the particle size and density and the 

corresponding radionuclide concentration is different for the nor~ally 

resuspended material than for the total 0-5 cm soil sample. In 

addition, approximately 10 percent of the mass observed on the filter is 

organic which we kno1o.· has a much lower Pu concentration t'har: the soil. 

Similarly the enhancement factor of 3.1 for high activity conditions 

results from the increased resuspension ~f particle sizes with higher 

plutonium concentration than observed in the total 0-5 er.: soil sa::-.,.,1e:. 

We have developed additional enhancement facto~·s (PDE) fro::-: 

personal dosimeter data. These data are nori;;alized to the Hi Vol data 

for a particular condition and represent that enhanceoent that occurs 

around an individual due to his daily activities (different from the 

open air measurement made with the Hi Vols). These data are also 

summarized in Table 5. The total enhance:::ie:nt used to estioati;; the: 

amount of respired Pu is the combination the Hi Vol an<l personal 
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dosimeter values. The effective enhancement used for normal 

r-~ ~ ,..,, 
I 1° l ' 
: I I 

conditions~_.. l: .:_,_ ~ 

--· ...... 

is = 1.54 and for high activity conditions is 2.9. 

In the scenario adopted to carry out the calculations we 

assume that a person spends 5 h a day in high activity c'onditions and 

19 ha day under normal conditions. Finally a breathing rate of 20 m3 

per day and the surf ace soil concentration (0-5 cm) for each island is 

used to complete the calculation for Pu and Am intake via inhalation. 

The Am concentrations in the surface soil were measured by high resolu-

tion gam:'!la spectroscopy (Appendices A ar:d B). The Pu concentrations were 

estimated by using the conversion ratio (239+240pu/241Am) developed 

1n the soil sampling program and listed in Table 6. Example calculations 

are provided in Appendix E. 

The dose code is run assuming a pulmonary deposition of 0.3. 

This we feel is conservative fror;: a dose assessment point of vie\..· at 

this time because preliminary analysis of the particle size distribution 

for both normal and high activity conditions at Bikini Atoll indicate 

that the pulmonary deposition would be le&s than 0.3 (Table 5). 

The dose cont:-ibution fro::; the inha1?.tion patJ1 .... ·u.y is a maJc.•:-

source of exposure to the transuranic radionuclides but 
. . 
is a minor 

contribution to the total predicted doses over the next several decad~s. 

Drinking \..'ater 

The drinkint::. water patJ11.:ay contributes a very small portion of 

the total dose received via all patli~ays.7,8,9 However, we have 

included an evaluation of this pathway to dernonstra~e its relative 

contribution and to cor.:plete the assessment of all major path .... ·ays. 
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The radionuclide concentration data used to evuluate the drinking 
L:.../ i..J \._ LJ J tJ I 

_·_i 

water pathway are listed in Tables 7 1 8 and 9. The preferred and most 

often used water is cistern water; however, well water is used when 

dought conditions exist. In addition to drinking water the Marshallese 

drink considerable quantities of coffee and "Kool-Aid (Malalo)" for 

which they again primarily use the cistern water. The total fluid 

intake involving the use of cistern water and well water was determined 

to be approximately one liter per day in the Ujelang Diet Survey 

(Appendix C). 

Terrestrial Foods 

Soil Radionuclide Concentratio~s. The soil sarn?ling prograo was 

begun in February of 1979 at Enewetak Atoll. Tnis program was conducted 

by the Department of Energy (DOE) Nevada Operations Office (NVOO) •:ith 

technical direction from Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL). A 50 

meter grid was established on each of the islands Bokoluo (Alice) 

through Billae (Wilma), i.e., the northwest through the northeast and 

east side of the atoll. Soil profile san:ples \Jere collected at each 

50 m grid point. 

All soil profile samples were collected over the following 

increments: 0-5 cm, 5-10 cm, 10-15 cm, 15-25 c8 1 25-40 cm, and 40-60 

cm. We have found that 40 cm depth encompasses most of the active roo: 

zone of the subsistence crops which we have observed in the northern 

Marshall Islands. A trench was dug at each 50 m grid point with a 

backhoe and samples were collected do\..'TI the sidc\..·all of the trench. 
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Subsequent to scraping the side..,all to avoid any possible contaminatiofl._;." .J ~{;.·ju. L 
from the digging process. The 0-5 cm sample was collected from~ 

surf ace area about 25 cm on a side. The area was then expanded by about 

10 cm on each side and cleared to a depth of 5 cm. The upper surface 

(1-2 cm) of this enlarged area (35 cm x 35 cm) was then cleared to 

ensure that no surface soil, or soil from a preceding increment, had 

fallen onto the next increment to be sampled. The next sample was then 

taken from the· entire deptn of the increment (i.e., 5-10 cm) from an 

area about 25 Cffi square ~ithin the enlarged region (35 en x 35 cm). 

This procedure ~as repe~ted until the final increment of 40-60 cm had 

been collected. A total of approximately 500-900 g of soil \..las collected 

for each profile increment. 

The soil sa~ples were dried, screened, and ball milled into a 

fine powder. Samples were then anelyzed by garrtOla spectroscopy to deter

mine the 137 cs concentration and by wet chemistry procedures to deter-

mine the concentration of 90sr and in some cases 239+240Pu, 241Ar.., 

and 241 Pu. Gac."a spectroscopy of the soil samples for 137 cs was 

accomplished using Nal Crystals and high resolution, solid state germa-

mum diode systei;:s. Strontiurr, - 90, 239+240Pu, 241Am, and 24lpu 

were analyzed by current state of the art wet chemistry procedures by 

Eberline Corporation. 

The radionuclide concentration for the profile for 0-5 cm, 

0-10 cm, 0-15 cm, 0-25 cm, 0-40 cm, and 0-60 cm, were calculated usin& 

equal weights for each 5 cm increment. The island average for each 

depth profile (i.e., 0-5 cm, 0-25 crai 0-40 cm, etc.) were calculated by 

averaging the results for each profile taken on the island. The results 

are summarized in Appendix G. 
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Concentration Ratios. Very few locally grown crops are 

avail- able at Enewetak Atoll. The test plots established on Enjebi 

(Janet) Island have provided data for that island; other than these test 

plots, the available trees are limited to one or two isolated trees on 

four or five islands in the northern section of the atoll. Coconut 

trees are available in the southern half of the atoll but the 

radionuclide concentrati~ns arc very low and it is difficult to develop ,.. 

reliable data. 

As a result of the scarcity of locally grow foods at Enewetak 

which can be directly analyzed, we have developed conccntrat-ion ratios 

between food products and soil (pCi/g ~et weight in food/pCi/g dry 

weight in soil) for each radionuclide, using data obtained froG our test 

plots on Enewetak and Bikini Atolls, froD the coconut trees on Bikini 

Atoll which are now producing fruit; and free the fe~ isolated trees on 

4 islands at Enewetak Atoll. The mean, standard deviation, median and 

the high and low values for the concentration ratios developed from 

samples collected through November 1978 are listed in Tables 10-13 for 

137cs, 90sr, Z39+ 240ru and for 241 Ar:i respectively. The: 

concentration ratios are developed from soil profiles taken to a depth 

of 40 cm through the root zone of the planls being sacpled. This depth 

1s used because from our observations this depth enco~passes ~est of tlie 

root zone of the subsistence plants we have looked at on Enewetak an~ 

Bikini Atoll. A report on the root activity (10) of large Qature: 

coconut and banana trees showed most of the activity in the 0-60 cr.i 

depth which is consistent •:ith our obs_ervations of the: physical location 
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of the root zone. The depth which included most all of the root 
.. _, . , 

activity varied by age and by species but supports our use of the 0-40 

cm profile depth for developing the concentration ratios. 

Food Concentration. As a result of the paucity of available 

food products which can be directly analyzed to determine the radio-

nuclide concentrations in locally gro\JTI foods at the atoll, we have pre-

dieted the radionuclide cpncentrations in foods for each island by 

multiplying the average island soil concentrations for the 0-40 cm depth 

as discussed above by the concentration ratios developed for the 0-40 cm 

profile as discussed in "Concentration Ratios". These predicted 

radionuclide concentrations in foods are then used in conjunction with 

the diets and dose models to develop the dose assessment for alternate 

living 

patterns. 

Marine Foods 

The concentraLions in marine fish, shellfish, and invertebrates 

are listed in Table 14 along with the source of data. Much of the data 

were abstracted from the 1973 Radiological Sun·cy Report.I The 

239 +240 Pu and 24 1A-::i d"ata are recently developed by V. E. Noshkin and 

are lower than previously published values; these fish data, when 

compared with the corresponding atoll lagoon water concentrations, are 

more in line with other published concentration ratios (pCi/g in 

fish/pCi/g in 1-•ater). The previously published transuranic data are 

anomalous and we feel the current data are based on reliable collection 

and analytical methods and they arc therefore used in this evaluation. 

Other assumptions have been identified in the foot notes of the table. 
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Diet 

F~· . ~; ,.\ ~ .__, 
~ i I \ i. \ ' i . i 
L/' :.. . \ ... : u L I I 

The diet used in this dose assessment was recently developed from 

a survey conducted of the Enewetak people on Ujelang Atoll by the 

Microesian Legal Service (MLS). The field notes from Mr. Michael 

Pritchard, who conducted the survey for MLS, are attached in Appendix C 

along "With a sam?le questionnaire. A detailed summary by LLL on that 

survey is also included~in Appendix C. 

The school teacher on Ujelang Atoll joined Mr. Pritchard and MLS 

staff in conducting the survey. Approxiruately 25 percent of the Ujelang 

population were interviewed. The breakdo~~ by age group was: 

36 Adult males 

36 Adu 1 t fer.Jal es 

19 12 through 17 y of age 

37 4 through 11 y of age 

16 0 through 3 y of age 

A total of 144 persons were interviewed with 2 fe~alcs declinin~ to 

complete the dietary questionaire. 

Some people w6re away froT:J the atoll at the time of the interview 

and so selection was limited to those households where several people 

were available. The households were selected at random from the 

available pool with constraints to meet the goals outlined in Chart 2 of 

Appendix C. 

Throughout Ollr discussions of diet and estimated dose, three 

expressions are used extensively: normal conditions, famine conditions, 

and subsistence foods. Normal conditions are those existing "Within a 
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month of a recent field ship. Famine conditions imply a complete 
i· I 
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11 

,. .. 
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absence of outside or imported foods. Both conditions were defined by 

Pritchard for the Ujelang diet survey and have been retained by LLL. 

Subsistence foods are an LLL expression for the locally grown foods of 

the Ujelang Survey. Under normal conditions, imported foods are pre-

ferred over local subsistence food items. During famine conditions 

subsistence fo.ods are tR-e only source of dietary intake assumed. 

Data on the dietary preferences of the Enewetak people were pro-

vided to LLL in three parts: (1) Household Survey results for the 

Ujelang/Japtan population, (2) individual Medical and Diet Survey (l}ill) 

results for 144 persons, and (3) a memorandum from Michael Pritchard 

(Micronesian Legal Service) - Subject: Report and Field Notes on Ujelang 

Food Survey, April 22 to May 9, 1979. This report, with minor editing 

for style but with content unchanged, is attached in Appendix C. 

Accord- ing to Pritchard, "the household survey met three major needs: 

it pro- vided in descriptive fashion an account of the eating habits for 

the entire pop~lation of Ujelang; it provided dat<l on certain special 

diets for certain types of individuals such as pregnant women; and 

served as a census document for locating individuols for the I?'.D 

survey." The completed nm questionnaires providC::d, \.:hen kno·~.,., each 

surveyed individc.:ils n<lme, age, sex, height, \..•ei1:;ht, sicknes.s fre:quency, 

prjor medical treatment, x-ray history, radiEtion therapy history, 

parental data, and preference for various subsistence and imported foods 

under both normal and farni,ne conditions. Consur.ied quantities of each 

food item preferred were expressed in 12 oz beverafP can volu~e 

equivalents per day, week, and monti.. Pritchard's memorandum provided 
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insight into such things as the overall survey procedure, the estimDted -··"" 

'. : . 
•J · .... 

uncertainties in some reported values, the preferences in preparation 

and consumption of many food items, and the can conversion data (grams 

of food per 12 oz can) for some food items. 

In the -time available, LLL has used the dietary results of the 

UID questionnaires to determine the mean intakes in grams/day of 

subsistence and imported;foods under both normal and famine conditions 

for adult males, adult fecales, and children in the 0 through 3, 4 

through 11, and 12 through 17 year ranges. However, before presenting 

the result~ for mean intakes, a brief description of the procedure is in 

order. 

Initially, we examined each questionnaire to deterwine the total 

number of individual food items indicated as preferred. Once this was 

done, we established a standard computer card forrn~t for all the food 

items and then transferred each individuals monthly dietary preferences 

to cards. h~ere an individual showed no preference (response) for a 

specific food item, a blank field appears on the card. In those cases 

where an individual showed a preference for a specific organ of doraestic 

meat (pork) or poultry (chicken), they have been so recorded. However, 

in those cases where more than one organ was preferred, but no relative 

preference given, we have arbitrarily recorded ther:-1 under the liver· 

Concurrently, we developed the can conversion data necessary to 

convert the 12 oz cans/month into grams/day. The methods used to 

determine these conversions were many and varied. In some cases, 12 oz 

cans were packed with the specific food item and weighed; in others, the 
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weights for canned or packaged foods were used. In still others, like 

some marine foods, densities in grams/cc were computed and used for the 

conversion. Some assumptions were also made where a specific food item 

was unavailable. Tables 15 and 16 summarize the can conversion data we 

developed for the subsistence and imported foods, respectively. In each 

table, the foods have been grouped under the major categories we will 

eventually refer to in our dietary means. We have included the results 

reported by Pritchard, wKere appropriate; and have made liberal use of 

footnotes to clarify the sources of data. In terms of accuracy, our can 

conversion data has some limitations. First, we were not able to obtain 

samples of all foods. Second, our data for fish, shellfish, cla~s, 

crabs, octopus, turtle, dooestic meat, and wild birds is raw weight, 

whereas, the majority of these foods are only consumed after some form of 

cooking. Tnird, we have assUI!led an average for raw and scrambled eggs 

since Pritchard reports that bird eggs are "usually eaten scrambled," 

chicken eggs are not described, and turtle eggs are "usually eaten ra,,.· or 

scrambled." Fourth, pumpkin, and undoubtedly squash, is consur.ied coo:;.E:d 

rather than uncooked. Fifth, there may be other foods that are consu~ed 

in a form different than we reported. Finally, the differences between 

the LLL and Pritchard values for a specific food item could reflect 

differences in food fon::: (e.g., ra,,.· or cookec), can packing, or both. '.i"o 

be more precise in the can conversion data would require detailed 

weighing of each food item in the form consumed by the Enewetak people. 

The final step in our procedure was analyses of the data ,,_,i th a 

computer code specifically developed for that purpose. For each specific 

food item and major category identified, the mean intake, standard 

deviation, high intake, low intake, and proportion of nonzeroes in the 

sample (N
0

/N) were determined. 

5011102 

Likewise for the total diet. 
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Tables 17 through 21 summarize our dietary intake results for 

subsistence foods under normal and famine conditions for adult males, 

adult females, and children in the 0 to 4, 4 to 12, and 12 to 18 year 

ranges, respectively. Results for imported foods (normal conditions 

only) are summarized in Tables 22 through 24. 

Dr. Jan Naidu documented the dietary intake of Marshallese people on 

Rongelap and Uterik Atol)s as part of a multi-atoll survey conducted from 

September through November of 1978.lO The preliminary results from his 

work are listed in Table 25 and compared with the adult male diet from the 

Ujelang Survey conducted by the MLS. The diet listed from' Dr. Naidu's 

work is a maximum diet for adult males, i.e., a diet in which people were 

consuming only locally gro\..'Tl foods. This dietary intake should be com-

pared with the "famine diet" situation from the Ujelang Survey. The 

dietary intake between the different atolls is not to different; intake 

of all dietary items is similar except for bread[ru~t and Pandanus 

Fruit. This difference can probably be attributed to the large developed 

trees at Rongelap and Uterik and the lack of the same at Ujelang and 

certainly Ene~etak. It will take 15 years or more for these trees to 

develop on Enewetal; to t~e stage they have on Rongelap so that sufficient 

fruit would be available for a higher consur.ptior:. Although the co::onut 

meat and milk intake are separately different the coc~ined intake is 

similar. 

Dr. Naidu reports that the "normal diet," which is the one that 

exists most of the time at the atolls, could be deten:ined by dividin£ 

the maximum diet data by a factor of 6 or 7 .11 '\·tnen this is done the 

results are comparable to the normal diet developed fro~ the Ujelang 

Survey. In addition, Dr. Naidu stated that the womeris diet is 
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approximately 75 percent of the male diet; this is in contrast to the 

Ujelang Survey in which the female intake exceeded that of the males (see 

Tables 17 and 18). 

In a report summarizing a survey conducted during July and August of 

1967 at Majuro Atoll 12 the average coconut use was approximately 0.5 

coconuts per day per person. This included young drinking coconuts, old 

nuts used for grated meat and pressed for small volumes of milk and 

sprouting nuts used for the sweet, soft core. Recent data from Eneu 

Island shows that an average drinking coconut contains 325 ml of fluid 

(O-= 125 ml) so that even if the entire average coconut use of 0.5 per 

day were al 1 drinking nuts the average dail)• intake would be about 1.60 g 

per day. This is in good agreement with the results from the Ujelang 

Survey and Naidu's results for coconut intake. 

In summary, two sources of data tend to confirm the magnitude of the 

intake of coconut and other dietary items developed in the Ujelang 

Survey. We~ therefore, are using the results of the recent Ujelang 

Dietary Survey to develop the dose estimates in this paper. 

The "LLL" diet used in pre\'ious assessr.ients 1 '7 \.:as developed iroc 

observations 13 and published reports in the literature. 14 Because 

there were no direct surveys of the people in recent years the "LLL" diet 

was designed to be conscrvati\'e 1 i.e., overestimate the intake if 

anything. From the recent Ujelang Survey it appears that that was indeed 

the case in that all intake froo the current survey is less than that 

previously used. 
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Living Patterns ~~ ·~ ~//··~ 
/,· .:,-,;,,"' ,,..., 

Doses have been estimated for three major living patterns at ..., ~"'5~.')".//;!:.,"'>_..,_ 

E k A 11 E h 1 . . h 1 b 1 d f . i;/ '/' ~ >~ .. neweta to . ac iv1ng pattern as a so een eva uate or opt1ons ~ '·-' ~ 

J" 
on the source of some subsistence foods .and for time distributions. The 

living patterns are: 

1. a. Enjebi (Janet) Island as the residence i~land with 100 

percent of .the time spent on the island and all local foods 
~ 

from Enjebi: For the first 8 y after return we ass~~e the 

coconut, breadfruit and Pandanus Fruit will co8e fro~ the 

southern islands. After 8 y the trees which would be 

planted on Enjebi (Janet) Island at the ti8e of return 

should be bearing fruit. 

b. Enjebi (Janet) Island as the residence island with 15 

percent of a persons tiwe spent on other northern islands 

Mijikadrek (Katd through Billae (\..'ilma). Ten percent of 

the coconut intake -is assur;ied to come froc these other 

northern islands other.:ise all consucption i~ again froD 

food crops on Enjebi (Janet) Island. The sace situatio~ 

applies for the first 8 y. 

c. Enjebi (Janet) Island as the residence island witr. all 

coconut fror:; the southern isl2nds Jinccrcl (Alvin) throur;r. 

Kidrenen (Keith) and 15 percent of a persons tice sp~nt o~ 

the southern islar,ds. The rest of the lo.cal food 

consumption \·.'Ould be fror:J Enjebi (Janet) Island "'ith the 

same situation for the first 8 y. 
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The Enjebi (Janet) Island living pattern results in the highest 

predicted doses for the living patterns evaluated in this report. 

2. a. The southern islands l Japtan (David), Medren (Elmer), and 

Enewetak (Fred) J as the residence islandsf with 100 percent 

of a persons time spent on the southern islands [Jinedrol 

(Alivin) through Kidrenen {Keith)] and all local foods from 

these is lan.ds. 
~ 

b. The southern islands [Japtan (David), Medren (Elmer), and 

Enewetak (Fred)] as the residence islands with 10 percent of 

the coconut intake from the northern islands Mijikadrek 

(Kate) through Billae (~ilma) and 15 percent of a persons 

time spent on northern islands. 

The southern island living pattern results in the lowest pre-

dieted doses for the livin£ patterns evaluated in this report. 

3. a. Aomon (Sally) and Bijire (Tilda) as the residence islands 

with 100 percent of a persons time spent on these islands 

and all local foods fro~ these islands. Coconut, breadfruit 

and Pandaus Fruit will come fro= the southern islands in the 

first 8 years. 

b. Aornon (Sally) and Bijire (Tilda) as the residence islan~~ 

with 15 percent of a persons ti~e spent o~ the oth~r 

northern islands and 10 percent of the coconut intake co~ing 

fr orn other northern is 1 ands Mi j i k a c! re k (Ka t e ) th rout; h 

Billae (~ilma) • The rest of the local foods would come 

from Aornon (Sally)/Bijire (Tild~) with the usual exception 

in the first 8 y. 
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The doses projected for these living patterns are based upon the 

adult female diet which represents the maximum intake for adults. The 

doses are also estimated for two cases from birth through 70 years for 

Enjebi' (Janet) Island only. 

In the first scenario, the individual is born within the first year 

of return to Enjebi (Janet) and resides there continuously for 70 y. 

With four exceptions, al_l suosistence foods consumed during a lifetime 
~ 

are assumed to come from 'Enjebi (Janet) only. E>:ceptions are the Panda.nus 

Fruit, breadfruit, coconut meat, and coconut fluid. For the first eight 

y they are assumed to come fror:i the southern islands. Thereafter, they 

too come from Enjebi (Janet) only. 

In the second scenario, the individual is born eight years after 

return to Enjebi (Janet), and also resides there continuously for the 

next 70 y. All subsistence foods consuoed during that lifetime: are 

assumed to originate from Enjebi (Janet) only. This is consistent and in 

keeping with our first scenario in which external sources of Pandanus 

Fruit,. breadfruit, coconut meat, and coconut fluid were ten:-.inated at the: 

·end of the eighth year. 

Summarized in Table 26 are the dietary sources and correspo01dini; 

radionuclide concentration decay periods assumed in estimating the 

ingestion doses froI:J the t• .. :o scenarios. Ingestion dose fro::: birth to· th·:· 

fourth year of life is based 001 the dietary intake of an avera&c child in 

the 0 to 4 year range. In the first scenario, there is no decay 

correction applied to the radionuclide concentrations at the time the 

diet begins. However, in the second scenario, an eight year decay 

correction is applied to account for the eight year delay in the 

individuals birth since return of the parents to Enjebi (Janet). Between 
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the fourth to the twelfth years of life, ingestion dose is based on the 

dietary intake of an average child in the 4 through 11 year range. For 

the first scenario, two decay period corrections are applied to the 

radionuclide concentrations. The first pccurs at four years and is the 

point at which the 4 through 11 y range diet commences. The second 

occurs at eight years and is the point at which all subsistence foods 

commence to originate fr_om Enjebi (Janet) only. \.iith the second 

scenario, a single decay period correction is applied at 12 years: the 

point at which the 4 to 12 y range diet com::::iences. Ingestion dose for 

the twelfth through seventeenth years of life is based on the dietary 

·intake of an average child in the 12 to 18 y range. Decay period 

corrections applied in the first and second scenarios reflect 

commencement of the 12 to lo y range diet and occur at 12 and 20 y (12 y 

since birth), respectively. For adulthood, the eighteenth throu&h 

seventieth years of life, we have assur.cd the ingestior. dose to orit:inctc 

from the dietary intake of adult females. Decay period corrections for 

cor;nnencement of the adult fer;;ale diet are lo v for the first scenario a:-:d 

26 y (18 y since birth) for the second. 

Inhalation and extern2l doses esticiated for each scenario reflect 

the previous assuwption of continuous residence on Enjebi (JJnet). In 

the first scenario, inhalation and cxterncl source contriliutior.!: co=e:-,c.:. 

,,,.ith the first year of return to Enjebi (Jc.net). Wit!-: the second 

scenario, a decay period correction of eight years is applied to the 

inhalation and external source contributions before the dose esticates 

are made. 

The predicted doses for each of the above living patterns and optior:s 

are ~alculated for normal and facine dietary conditions. 
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DOSE CALCULATIONS 

Body and Organ Weights 

Data from the Brookhaven National Laboratoryl5,16 have been 

summarized to determine the body weight of the Marshallese people. The 

average body weights of the adult males and females are listed in Table 

27. The average adult m:ile body weight is nearly 70 Kg for Bikini and 

Uterik which is very oear the 70 Kg value of reference man.17 As a 

result we have used the body an~ organ weight for reference man in our 

dose calculations. 

90sr Methodology 

Bone marro~ doses and dose rates are calculated in two steps. First 

the model of Benncttl.8,l9, 20 is used to correlate the 90sr concentrations 

in diet to that in ffiineral bone. !\ext the dosimetric model developed by 

Spicrs 21 is used to calculate the bone m~rrow dose rate fro~ the concentra-

tion in mineral bone. 

Bennett's model is an eDpirical ood~l dcvelope~ froo 90sr concentra-

tions in l\e;; Yor·k and San Francisco foods and autopsy bone sar:;ples. The 

concentrations in the diet resulted froo world wide fallout. The model is 

thougt1t to best reflect the, 90sr conce:-.tration in bone for the 101.: levels 

found in the Marsh.=11 Islar.ds; it uses as ir.p~t th<:: actual dieter/ 90sr 

concentration and the output is the actual 90sr concentration in oineral 

bone determined from analysis of autopsy saraples. It also includes age 

dependent variations. The calciuo content of the normal diet for the 

Marshallese is listed in Table 28; the average intake is 0.7 g per day whicl: 

is very similar to the 1.0 g per day estimated for U.S. diets. The model is 
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rather insensitive to calcium intake unless it greatly exceeds 1.0 g 

or is less than 0.3 g per day (personal communication, B. G. Bennett 

J. Harley). Therefore, the similar nature and the similar intake of Ca for 

the overall Marshallese diet relative to. U.S. diets would indicate no maJor 

problems in applying the 90sr model to the Harshallese population. 

Using Spiers.model the dose rate, D to a small tissue filled cavity 
O' -

in bone is calculated from the 90sr concentration in mineral bone. Then, 
,. 

from geometrical considerations, the dose rates to the bone marrow, Dw, and 

to endosteal cells·, Ds, are calculated, using the conversion factors Dr.:i/Do 

0.315 and Ds/Do = 0.434 respectively. The conversion factors are those 

quoted in UNSCEAR22 and are equivalent to a marrow dose rate of 1.4 rnr:ad/yr 

per pCi/gmCa and an endosteal cell dose rate of 1.9 ~rad/yr per pCi/t:t=Ca. 

These dose rates are determined directly and not by cor;:;p2rison to radiu:::. so 

that "rads" are equivalent to "re;:;:is ." Since bone marro\..· is considered a 

blood forming organ (annual dose limit equals 500 rnre~/yr) and endostcal 

cells are in the "other organ" category (annual dose limit equals 1500 

mrem/yr), the bone marrow dose is the critical or~an ' ?J in bono (ICRP- ) for 

Exacple calculations of the model are given in A??2ndix D. 

For 137 cs and 60co the methods of ICRP 2412 5 and ~CRP 26 as developed by 

Killough and Roh\..•er in their "Il~DOS" code 27 are used for the dose calculations. 

This code is used as published; however, the output is modified to show 

the body burdens for each year. For 137cs, which is of oajor importance 

in ·the Marshall Islands, the model consists of two exponential components 
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with half times of 1 and 115 days, with 15 percent of the intake going 

the 1 day compartment and 85 percent to the 115 day compartment. These 

data ar~ consistent with preliminary data obtained by Brookhaven National 

Laboratory28 on the half time of the long term compartment. The 

average of 19 Harshallese males showed a mean of 120 days with a range of 

75 to 182 for the long term compartment. For 18 ferr.ales the mean value 

is 109 days with a rang~ of 50 days to 630 days. 

The model for 60co is a three compartment codel with half times of 

6 days, 60 days and 800 days with 60 percent, 20 percent, and 20 percent 

of the intake respectively.28 

More detail and exampl~ calculations for 137 cs and 60co are 

given in Appendix D. 

Transuranic Radionuclides Methodology 

Inhalation. The inhalation model usec for the var1o~s isotopes of 

plutoniur.i and for 24 1AI:i is tr.at of the lCR? Tas>; Group29 as adapted 

by Martin and Bloom. 30 The o~iy differtnce between Martin and Bloo~'s 

model and the ICRP is that the forr..e:r co:--.°Jincs th~ n3S~tJharyr.gr.:::J a:-:-:; 

bronchial cor.:partr..ents into one. The dose is calculated or.ly for the 

pulmonary co~partment so the difference is not significant. Paracctc~s 

,.,, 
for the lung model are those of the ICl-:P~' 1.:i~i; the fclloi...·in;:; c>:eer-

tions: The gut to blood transfer for plutoniu~ isotorcs is 1 x 10- 4 

and for 241 Ar:i is 5 x 10-4 3:?;_ also 241 Ar:: is assumed to be a class i-." 

d h ·1 l · i"sotopes are class 1·.33 compoun w l e p uton1um 

Ingestion. For the ingestion pathway the cut transfer coefficients 

are as stated previously: 1 >: 10-4 for Pu and 5 x 10-4 for Arn. The 
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critical organs are bone and liver with 100 year half times for Pu and 

in bone and 40 years in liver. Forty-five percent of the Pu and Am 

transferred to blood is assumed to reach the bone and 45 percent to reach 

the liver. The remaining 10 percent is distributed among other organs. 

RESULTS 

, 

In this section the predicted i:;:iax1rnu.'1l annual dose rates and the 30 

and 50 year integral doses for the different living patterns and options 

are presented. The "maximum annual dose rate" is defined as that year 

for the wholebody when the surr: of the wholebody ingestion dose froo 

137cs and the external gar::t:a dose is a maxir::ur;; and for bone marro.,..· when 

the bone marrow ingestion dose fron 137cs and 90sr and the external 

gaUIDa dose is a n;axiDus. Due to the build-up of dose fror.i 90s:: 

ingestion and the continuously decreasing dose after the first year for 

137 cs for both ingestion and e>:ternal ga~a, the wholebody and bo:-ic 

marrov.· "maximu;;-, annual dose rates" can occur in a different year ar.c 

therefore the external dose v.·11ich contributes to tile i;ia>:ll::n.ic car. be 

different for the two cases. Figure 3 is a graphical illustra~io:-i of 

this point. The rnaxiDuc annual doses are listed in Table 29 for bon~ 

marrov.· and wholebody for botl1 normal and far.:ine c0nC:itions; they arc 

broken do\..'71 into ingestion and external gar.;:-:-. .: contributions. Tile yea:· at 

"'•hich the maximum dose rate occurs is also listed. It is emphasized tl1at 

doses listed for famine conditions are calculated assUQing continuous 

consumption of foods over a lifetime under fai;iine dietary conditio:-is. 

This is not a reasonable dietary pattern but it is presented to show the 

maximum case that could occur. Famine conditions are not expected to 

occur for more than a month or two each year, if at all. 
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In Table 29 are listed the results for Enjebi (Janet) Island that 

summarize the living pattern of major concern to some of the Enewetak 

people. In this living pattern all food is assumed to come from Enjebi 

(Janet) Island except during the first 8 y during which time the coconut 

meat and fluid, breadfruit and Pandanus Fruit is assumed to come from the 

southern islands. For normal conditions the predicted maximum annual 

dose rates are 250 mrem for bone marrow and 235 rnrem to the wholebody. 
;. 

If people were to live continually under famine conditions the predicted 

maximum annual dose rates are 500 mrem and 455 mrem for bone marro~ £nd 

wholebody respectively. 

On comparison of the doses predicted for the four quadrants of 

Enjebi (Janet): three quadrants are less than the island average (Table 

29) and one, the northwest quadrant, exceeds the island average. The 

doses for the northv.1est quadrant are 325 mreo/y for bone marrov.· and 305 

mrem/y for wholebody for normal ~onditions; for famine conditions the 

doses are 670 mrem/y for bone marrov.· and 610 mrem/y for wholebody. 

The rnaximuc annual dose rates predicted for living patterns Aornon 

(Sally) and Bijire (Tilda) (all foods fr6rn these islands except during 

the first 8 y) are very similiar. The results are listed in Table 29. 

For normal conditions the doses predicted for Aornon (Sally) are 50 rarec/y 

to bone rnarro~ and 45 mre~/y to wholebody and for Bijire (Tilda) the be~~ 

marrow and wholebody doses are 46 rnrem/y and 44 mrere/y respectively. For 

famine conditions the bone marrow and wholebody doses are 98 mrem/y and 

86 mrem/y for Aomon (Sally) and 89 rnrem/y and 82 mrec/y for Bijirc 

(Tilda). 
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The dose rates for the southern island living pattern are also 

listed in Table 29. The maximum annual dose rates predicted for this 

living pattern are extremely low. For normal conditions the max1mum 

annual bone marrow dose rate is 3.7 mrem and the wholebody dose rate lS 

3.2 mrem. For continuous famine conditions the max1rnum annual dose rates 

for bone marrow and wholebody are only 7.8 rnrem and 5.9 mrem respectively. 

Table 29 includes the variations to the major living patterns. For 

example, the maxinuru annual doses are listed for Enjebi (Janet) Island 

when 15 percent of a persons time is spent on other northern islands 

Mijikadrek (Kate) through Billae (Wilma) . and 10 percent of this dietary 

lntake of coconut comes free these islands; the other 90 percent of the 

coconut intake and 85 percent of the time are of course on Enjebi (Ja'1et). 

Under these conditions the bone marrow dose is reduced free a 250 mrem/y 

to 230 mrer:./y for noroal conditions; for fa:::ine conditio:-:s the recucti0:-i 

lS from 500 to 470 mrec. Similar reductions occur in the wholebo~y 

doses. For Enjebi (Janet) Island living pattern, options 

for the net effect of spending tice: on other northeastern islands is to 

reduce the dose froo those predicted for·the Enjebi (Janee) Island livin~ 

pattern. 

The reduction of the predicted Enjebi (Janet) Island doses is of 

course more dracatic for a case where all of the dietary co~o:lut coses 

froru the southern islands Jinedrol (Alvin) through Kidrenen Cl:eitli) . 

In this case it is assumed that 15 percent of a persons ti~e w~uld also 

be spent on the southern islands. The doses for this option for norcal 

conditions are 73 mrec/y for wholebody and 85 mreD/y for bon~ ca~ro~; f~:-

famine conditions the doses are 150 rnrem/y and 110 rnrern/y for bone l:iarrQ\.: 

and wholebody. The data are listed in Table 29. 
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For the living patterns involving Aomon {Sally) and Bijire 

use of coconuts from other northern islands and time spent on other 

northern islands slightly increases the predicted doses over those 

involving Aomon {Sally) and Bijire {Tilda) alone. 

The predicted doses when 10 percent of the coconut dietary intake 

for the southern island pattern is assumed to come from the northern 

islands and 15 percent ~f a persons time is spent on northern islands are 

increased above those pre'°dicted for southern islands only. For the 

combined southern island-northern island li\'ing pattern the wholcbody anc 

bone marrow doses are 8.3 mrem/y and 9.2 rnrem/y for nor~al conditions and 

14 mrem/y and 17 mreo/y for famine conditions. 

In Table 29 are also listed the predicted doses for a special case 

where a child is born on Enjebi {Janet) Island at the ti!ile of thE peoples 

return and is raised his entire life on that island. Thu~, his er.tire 

dietary intake will co~e from Enjebi (Janet) Island. For norm~l 

conditions the wholebody dose is 180 mre~/y and the bone carro~ dose is 

195 mrem/y. For fa::iine conditions the correspondir:i:; doses aa 350 orcrr:.';> 

and 405 rnreui/y. For cor.1pariso:: the adults dosE.'- for n0rr.c:.l conditior:s 

for Enjebi (Janet) Island (see Table 29) are 235 =rec/y fo:· wholebo~y ar:c 

250 rnreo/y for bone r;;arrm.:. The;, correspondin;; far..ine condition do!'c:s f0:· 

the ad;,ilt arc 455 mre-;:./y and SOC orer.:/y. n·.c resdts for ti:e: child 

scenario in \..'hich the child is born 8 y after the peC'ples return is tlic 

final entry in. Ta~le 29; the doses for normal conditions Dre 150 crc=/y 

for wholebody and 170 merer.i/y for bone rnarro .... ·, both of \..'liicr. are lo.,.,·er 

than the other scenario. 
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--------- -----~-----

The results for the 30 and 50 y integral doses for wholebody and 

bone marrow for the living patterns and options being considered are 

listed in Tables 30 through 44. The doses are broken down into the 

contributions from the ingestion, external ga1Il1Da 1 and inhalation pathway. 

The doses predicted for normal and famine conditions on Enjebi 

(Janet) Island are listed in Table 30. For normal conditions the 30 y 

integral wholebody dose _is 4.9 rem and the bone marrow dose is 5.5 rem. 
,. 

For famine conditions the doses are 9.1 rem and 11 rem respectively. 

Tables 31-34 list the doses for the four quadrants of Enjebi (Janet) 

Island. For the case listed in Table 35 where the residence island is 

Enjebi (Janet) but 10 percent of the dietary coconut comes from other 

northern islands, the 30 y integral wholebody and bone marrow doses for 

normal conditions drop to 4.6 rem and 5.1 rem. When Enjebi (Janet) lS 

the residence island, but all coconut co~es fro= the southern islands, 

the data listed in Table 36 sho\..' that for normal conditions the 30 y 

integral wholebody dose is 1.8 ren and the bone Qarrow dose is 2.3 rec. 

For the famine conditions the corresponding doses are 2.6 and 3.8 re~. 

Tables 37-40 list the results for the Aonon (Sally) and Bijire (Tilda) 

living patterns; all doses are much less than those predicted for Enje:bi 

(Janet) Island living patterns. 

The 30 y doses predicted for the southern island living pattern for 

normal conditions are 0.069 rer:: for wholebody and 0.10 reR for bone: 

marrow (Table 41). For famine conditions the corresponding doses rise to 

0.12 rem and 0.22 rem. The integral doses for the southern 

island/northern island option falls between the values given for the 

Enjebi (Janet) Island pattern and the southern island pattern and are 

listed in Table 42. 
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For the special calculation made for children born at the time of 

return for the Enjebi (Janet) Island living pattern, the 30 y integral 

wholebody and bone marrm .. • doses for normal conditions are 4.2 rem and 4. 7 

rem respectively (Table 43). For the adult case given in Table 30 the 

results were 4.9 rem and 5.5 rem. For famine conditions the 30 y 

integral doses for children are again less than those estimated for 

adults. The doses for the scenario where the child is born 8 years after 

return (Table 44) are less than when the child is born at the ti~e of 

return. 

The estimated arithmetic mean, "X, of the radionuclide concentrations 

in soil and foods is used to estimate a dose that, for our data, includes 

about 65 percent (range, 55 to 75 percent) of samples with equal or lo~er 

radionuclide concentrations. Other doses can be estimated from prob-

ability plots giving cumulative concentration quantities (for exarnple, 

Fig. 4). The s- 1 (s = standard deviation of a log-tran~formed plot) is 

the slope of this log-probability plot.34 By using t11e slope of the 

best fitting line, we can estimate the proportion of concentrations that 

are less than "X, 2x, and 3x; or 90, 95, and 99 percent cu::iulati\'C: 

probabilities. 

Experience with concentrations in soil and air,35,36 which often 

follow multiplicative ~odels, yield measured concentrations that have an 

approximately lognor~a: probability density. If we refer again to the 

log-probability plots (Fi.gs. 4 through 10), our othen:ise right-ske ... ·c:d 

untransformed data approximately fit a straight line, and we see at least 

qualitative evidence for assuoing the probability distribution is 

lognormal. 
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To find numerical evidence of lognormality, we chose the 

Filliben37 r-test to reject if necessary the hypothesis that each data 

set is lognornally distributed. Filliben's investigations have shown 

r-test to be 98 percent as powerful as Shapiro and Wilk's omnibus 

W-test 38 for rejecting a lognormal hypothesis when the data are not 

lognormal. The r-test was validated3 7 for sample numbers ranging from 

2 to 100. Computational)y, the r-test is much more convenient than the 

W-test in that long lists of constants need not be stored. We 

approximate the r-probability levels by a second order polyno=ial in log 

(number of samples, N) for N 4. The maximum error for this 

approximation is+ 0.004 in the region N = 10; elsewhere+ 0.001. 

We tested all data sets (greater than six measurements each) having 

more than half the samples greater than the r::.inirnu.'"'.: detectable acti\·ity 

(MDA) and found that 91 data sets out of 123 tested lognorr:.=l. Of the Sl 

sets, 56 percent had r-values greater than the 0.5 probability acceptance 

level; 36 percent, 0.1::; r :S 0.5; 7 percent 0.05 < r :S 0.1; and 1 

percent, r::; 0.05. The lognorcal assu~ptio:-: ~as rejected for lo~ 

r-va]ues (r::; 0.05). The resulting inaccuracy is sr;:<:!li since those· 

rejected data sets were near the HD . .;. 

Mean(>:), standard variation (s), and cu::r.ilative probability \..'t.:r•": 

estimated by the (1) Krige's quantile versio:·, of ti,c r::.ei:-:ic:.:::-. lil:tiiho.:ic 

estimator, (2) log-probability gi·aIJhic;:;l r;,c·thods, a:-:d (.)) arith2e:tic 

mean. Krige's method is used as outlined by Gilbert, 39 using the 
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·Finney minimum variance unbiased estimator described by Aitcheson and 

Brown. 34 The Krige method using a m1n1mun:: variance unbiased estimator 

is optimal under the assumption of lognormal distribution (Aitchison and 

Brown34 p. 44). The shift parameter, T, is calculated using Krige's 

quantile formula.39 The T is involved in the log-transform as log 

(xi -T), where xi are measurement values in pCi/gm and may be 

negative and belO\·; the minir:Jum detectable activity (HDA). The par am-

eter removes problems of Laking logrith~s of negative numbers and improves 

the approximation to the lognormal probability density function. The 

computer algoritho calculates the first T. Figure 8, T = 0.6 pCi/ci:;:i, 

exhibits an example where the left }IDA concentrations are forced more 

closely to a straight line than the same data. with T = o (Fig. 7) usin~ 

the Krige method 39 to adjust this parameter about the first approxi-

mation to max1m1ze the r-test value. The means and variances arc 

calculated using the Finney fifteen term appro>:imation to a m1n1mut1 

variance estimate (Aitchison and Broio.o,34 Eq. 5.37). A visual inspec-

tion of each data set is done by a log-probability plot (exam?les on 

Figs. 4 to 10). For comparison, the mean and variance was estimated 

using the quantile method.34 The minimu~ variance log-probability-line 

was used to find the quantile values. l\ur-erical ap;iroximations to the 

cumulative norcal distribution used for~ulas 26.2.23 an~ 26.2.22 in 

AbromOio.'itz and Stegun's handboc;:. 40 Tables 45 throu~;r·, t,7 illustrate 

the comparison of methods for 24 1Ar:: "'hich have several ce01sored values, 

and 137 cs at the same sample location. For 241Am, the arith~etic 

mean frequently underestimates the Krige cc:hod (avera~e of 30 percent, 

underestimation range: 0 to -100 percent, 0-15 cm soils), but the 
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quantile method overestimates m and s (average of+ 48 percent, range: 

to+ 160 percent, 0-15 cm soil). For 137cs with few measurements below 

the MDA, the differences between methods are smaller. For 137cs 0-15 

cm soil measurements the arithmetic mean, x, underestimates -5 percent 

(range: -32 percent to +6 percent), and for the quantile method, x 

averages 21 percent lower (range -50 percent to 0 percent). As we can 

see (Table 46), radionuclide concentration data above the }IDA the 

arithmetic averages make~ good approximation to the Krige mean for 

coefficient of variation c, averaging 0.9 (range: 0.6 to 1.5). Recently, 

W'hite 41 found the arithmetic I:Jean to have a 75 percent efficiency for 

·c·oefficients of variation, c, less than 2. Tnis efficiency is also sho\..11 

by Aitchison and Bro\..-n.34 

The value of the shifting paraceter can be seen froc Tables 45 and 

46 to be roughly equal to the HDA vc:lues of 241 A..-:: (0.2 to 1.5 pSi/i;d 

and 137 cs (0.1 pCi/grn). Both of these data sets have values less than 

MDA, set to XDA. Similar analysis on unaltered data exhibi:s lo"·cr or 

negative values of T. The 137 cs values (Table 46) are seen c~ 

samples Enjebi (Janet) NE and Kidrinen (Lucy) to be unreasona~ly large, 

and without physical basis. The improve~ent in lognorcal fit was 

marginal and the T could have been set to zero; however, the Krige metho~ 

is fairly insensitive to T as illustrated b~ exa~ple,39 and as our 

tests have also shoi,..-n. 

The computer computational codes were tested with artificial log-

normal samples. A 105 term approximation42 generated by a rectangular 

distributed psuedo-randoc generator produced these ar:ifical sacples. 

Testing samples numbers ranged fro~ 4 to 255. 
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Soil radionuclide concentration log-probability plots were con-

structed for 90 sr, 137cs, 239+ 240 Pu, and 24 1Arn at profile depths 0-15 cm, 

15-25 crn, 25-40 crn, ~nd 40-60 cm using concentrations in pCi/gui. ~e 

examined the islands of Enjebi (Janet) and its four quadrants, Mijikadrek 

(Kate), Kidrinen (Lucy), Bokenelap (Mary), Elle (Nancy), Aej (Olive), 

Aomon (Sally), Bijire (Tilda) Lojwa (Ursula), Alembel (Vera), and Billae 

(\.lilma). \.le evaluated 9_0sr and 13 7cs concentrations in coconut meat 
~ 

and fluid, and papaya meat from Eneu Island (Bikini Atoll) using the same 

soil computational algorithcs. 

Our analyses showed the lo£nonnal probability density assur.:ption to 

be correct for data sets h;:ving a majority of concentratio'1 2bove the 

MDA. The arithr::etic rne2n is an adequate estirr.ator coopc;red to the mini-

mum variance estimator, particularly when the coefficient of variance is 

less than two--this includes 96 percent of the analyzed data sets. More 

importantly, this method evaluates the proportion of measurements less 

than the mean, 7, and 3x (Tables 45-47). The analyzed soil and food data 

3xvalues includes an average of 95 + 3.5% of the sar::?le (range 88-100 

percent) rneasurer.ients. These>: anc 37 c6'1cer..trations are then used to 

estimate doses that include a kno~~ fr;:ction of possible measureme'1ts; 

for~' more than 64 percent of the rneasurer::ents <:re included; and for Jx, 

95 percent are included. 

Calculations for Alternate Dietary and Time Variations 

There is always a~ interest in developing dose estimates for livin~ 

patterns, and option within livin£ patterns, which are not developed in 

the paper. An enorrwus nur:iber of optio.-is could be synthesized and it is 
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those that we feel are most reasonable and most probable. However, we 
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of course impossible to include them all in a paper. We have developed 

have included in appendices the data necessary to develop the predicted 

doses for other variations. By proper use of the appendices one can 

calculate the external gamma inhalation and dietary coconut contribution 

for any period of time, for any island, and for any fraction of the diet 

that one chooses. 

Appendix B lists the annual galllIDa exposure in rnrec per year and the 

cummulative or integral dose in rem for 1 through 70 y for each island. 

Therefore, once a time distribution on various islands has been 

established, the external dose can be computed from the data given in 

Appendix B. 

Appendix E lists the do~es to the lung and bone due to 239+240pu 

and 241 A..':l as a result of inhalation when 100 percent oi a person's tir. . .:' 

is spent on the listed island. The doses are based upon the inhalation 

pathway model described in the text. Once again, ""hen a time distribu-

tion on various islands has been established, the corresponding lung and 

bone doses for both dose rates and integ~al doses, can be calculated froc 

the data given in Appendix [. 

Appendix F lists the wholebody and bone marro"" annual dose rates and 

integral doses for noIUJal and fac;ine conditions that result fros the 

entire coconut intake from the listed island after the first 8 y; for the 

first 8 y, the coconut intake is from the southern islands. The dietary 

intake of coconut can be prorated among various islands in any fashion 

desired and the resulting doses can be tabulated; the total dose 

resulting from any scenario can then be determined. The doses are, of 
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course, based upon the coconut intake listed for the famine and normal 
~· /l . "., 

11'~.l:. ~> 
diets in Table 3. Doses for other intakes can be determined by ratioing 

the intakes and multiplying by the doses listed in Appendix f, 

We listed this information only for. coconut because it is the only 

terrestrial food product likely to be consumed from islands other than 

the residence island. The three islands or complexes evaluated in this 

report as residence isla.nds--i.e., Enjebi (Janet), A om on (Sally), Bijire 
,.. 

-(Tilda), and the southern islands Japtan (David), Medren (Eloer) and 

Enewetak (Fred) are the only land masses large enough to sustain a 

residence of a significant population. Therefore, the dose tables 

~resented in the text are based on the assumption that the rest of the 

subsistence crops are derived from the identified residence island. 

Appendix G contains the average island radionuclide concentration 

for soil profiles collected on an island; the results are listed for 

depths of 0-15 cm, 0-25 cm, 0-40 cm, and 0-60 cm. These data, in 

conjunction with the concentration ratios, are the basis for developin& 

the rationuclide concentrations in food products in the terrestrial food 

chain. In addition, the dat£ can be used to make relative comparisons of 

islands at the atoll. 
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DISCUSSIQl; 

The doses presented in this assessment are calculated assuming that for 

northern living patterns the coconut, breadfruit and Pandanus fruit will 

come from the southern islands for the first 8 years. At the end of 8 years 

these subsistence crops should be available from initial plantings made on 

the residence island at the time of return. 

The diet used to dete~t::ine the daily intake of radionuclides is the most 

direct data available on the current dietary habits of the Enewetak people 

(see tables 17-24 and appendix 7). The diet is of course very important in 

predicting doses to a population because the dose will scale directly with 

dietary intake. We have t:Jentioned in previous assessments the importance of 

the diet and the uncertainty which was inherent in previously constructed 

dietary patterns (1,7,21). For the first tit:Jc \.le have direct input fror:: a 

significant number (144) of the Ene~etak population as a function of age and 

of dietary conditions. The "norr::al condition" in this report refers to the 

usual and expected living conditions in .,.;hich the preferred i@ported foods 

are available. The "far.ine condition" is the situation 1.:hich occurs 

ocassionally even today when icported foods are in short supply or absent 

from the diet and there is nearly a total dependence upon locally grm::-i 

subsistence crops. It is still emphasized that an acc~rate picture of the 

diet, especially as it reflects on the consul<lp:ion of locally gro;..~1 

foodstuffs, is extremely important in the dose predictions for resettlet:Jent 

options at the atoll. 

The transuranic doses fror.; inhalation anc ingestion are based on an 

extrapolation of the 241 Pu/ 241 Am ratio o~served on Enjebi (Janet) Island 
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to the entire atoll. The 241pu data for each island to make these !~~'. ~"'-'· -• r''. ,..._,,~·-! ·, ' I 
~ :-~ • ~ .. ..#'/ : r r--.. -

calculations are not yet available and the doses from their source 

r.:.:.· _.,,., , . ~ : • 
will b~· - ~-~· J U 

refined at a later date. We know their ratio will vary at some of the 

islands. The results of this increase in 241 Am is however insignificant 

in the overall dose picture for sometime into the future. 

Ingestion doses from 60co are negligible and therefore do not appear 

in any of the tables. Usually we can not detect 60co in vegetation 

samples. It is obser.ved -at lo;..•· concentrations in soil samples but 

incorporation in plants is such that concentrations rarely exceed the 

detection liI:it. 

Doses from 90sr and l37cs v1a the inhalation path1.·ay are very sr;;all 

and are therefore .not listed in the dose tables. An exaople calculation for 

inhalation of 137cs and 90sr for Enjebi (Janet) Island is listed in 

Appendix E for comparison to inhalation doses froo other radionuciides. 

Uncertainty in the final dose values can result froo the uncertainty in 

three sources of input data: (1) the radionuclide c~nccntration in food, 

(2) the dietary intake, and (3) the biologicai paraoeters such as 

radionuclide turnover times in the body and fractional deposition in various 

organs. 

The distribution of radionuclide concentration data was discussed in the 

results and sho;..ll in figures 4 through 10. The distribt.!tic~i is lognorr::ai 

and the use of the arithmetic mean, ~' includes sooe 65X of the populatio~; 

two times x includes 86~ of the population and 3 ~ includes better than 

95%. The number of plants in the population ~ith a concentration three 

times the mean value is less th<:!:: 5~: of the total. Therefore, the: 

probability of a person finding his entire diet for 1, 5, 10 or 30 years 
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from food crops with a concentration of three times the mean value is 

sma 11. Soil concentration data are also lognonnally distributed with 

similar percentages accounted for by x·, 2 x, and 3 x and re-enforce those 

data observed in coconut meat and milk; concentrations in plants should, 

overall, reflect the concentration in soil. 

The observed lognormal distribution of radionuclide concentrations in 

soils and plants at the atolls is consistent with most elemental 
;. 

distributions in nature. Also the observation that 3 times the mean value 

includes more than 95;~ of the pOj)Ulation distribution is consistent •:ith 

other observations several of "'hich have recently been sUI:J::Jarized by Cuddihy 

·et al (43). 

Strontium-90 concentration distributions in bone have been specifically 

addressed by Kulp and Schulert (44). They found that 90sr from fallouL 

was distributed lognorrnally and that the 98th percentile value was 2.3 times 

the mean value. Maximum values observed for 90sr in bone by Bennett were 

3 times the mean; most of the data fell below 3 tices the mean (18,19). 

These data also reflect the combined variability of the 90sr conccntratio:: 

in food products and the variability in dietary intake. 

The range of values observed for the retention of 137 cs in huraar.s has 

been summarized in ICRP 10 and lOA (24,25) and 1;cRD 52 (26). For exaw?le, 

the range of observed values for the retcntior. time for the short t.::rr.. 

compartment is 0.5 to 2.1 day with a mean of 1.0 day; the upper limit ............ 
L l!o... L 

has been observed is only a factor of 2, greater than the mean value. For 

the long term compartment the data range fro::::i 60 to 165 ,,.,ith a mean value of 

115 days; the maximum value in this case is less than twice the mean value. 

The fraction of the intake which has been observed to go to the short ten;i 
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of o.1s· for '.-a· , ..,,.. . 0 
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(i.e. 1 day) compartment ranges from 0.02 to 0.22 with a mean 

the long term (i.e. 115 day) compartment the range is 0.78 to 0. 97 Wl th a .i:y·,~ ¢//:._ 

mean value of 0.85. For both cases the maximum value is less than a factor 

of two greater than the mean. 

The 137 cs gamna exposure data which is listed in table 2 shows that 

the maximum exposure rate observed at an isolated point on the island is for 

most islands less than a factor of three greater than the mean volume. In 

many cases the maximum ob;;;erved value is only 2 times the mean value. The 

60co data is more variable but it also accounts for a small portion of the 

external dose over 30 years. 

Previous evaluations indicate that dietary intake in a population is 

lognoru1ally distributed. This would of course mean that x would includ.:: 

more than 50% of the population. ~e are currently evaluating the data ir. 

the Ujelang Dietary Survey to see if the distribution is lognorQal and . f 
1.. s 0 

what fraction of the population would be included at two or three tir:ies the: 

mean value. 

In an overall evaluation of the distribution of all of the input data, 

three ti.mes the mean value includes r:iore·than 95% of the pop·Jlatio:-1; in so.-::·~ 

cases the maxi~urn observed values were never as great as 3 ~and closer to 

like 2 x. Assuming the variables to be independent and thus combining in a 

linear fashion the lo» probability associated • .. :ith values equal to or 

exceeding 3 x for each of these input parameters, would lead to an extre2ely 

small probability of all such events occu~ring for one person. 

In summary, the use of the mean value x for estimating the dose to 

people resettling at Enewetak Atoll provides dose estim£tes ~1ich includes 

more than half the population. Until a more thorough analysis can be 
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performed on the distribution of final doses the above discussion about 

uncertainty in the input parameters would indicate that a reasonable 

estimate of the potential maximum dose would be three times the dose listed 

in the tables. This dose would be expected to occur in a very small 

fraction of the population. 

A significant feature of the dose analysis is the tremendous reduction 

in potential dose to En~ebi (Janet) residents if coconuts from Enjebi 
~ 

(Janet) are removed from.the diet and replaced by coconuts from Southern 

Islands. For this opt~on, maximum annual dose rates for a "maximun 

individual'' are less by nearly a factor 3 than when coconut cace frow Enjebi 

(Janet) Island (tables 29, 30 and 36). Again this emphasizes ho~ irnporta~: 

the diet is in estimating doses at the atoll and the importance of importe2 

foods in reducing potential doses. 

The two scenarios used for esti~ating the dose to child~en are for 

Enjebi (Janet) Island living pattern because it leads to the highest dose of 

all the living patterns evaluated. The doses for the case where the child 

is born at the ti~e the people: return are gre:ater thar. for the case: •:here 

the child is born 8 years after return. ·In addition the ca>:1mur:-: dose cast: 

from birth through seventy years leads to estimated doses which arc less 

than those predicted for adults, living o~ Enjebi (Janet) Island. Thtfort:, 

the doses predicted for adults for other living patterns could be uEed as a 

conservative estimats for the birth through 70 year dose. 

Ack no·..., l edgr.ien t : It is a pleasure to thank Dr. John Tipton of EG&G for his 

written contribution deEc.ribing the in-situ ga=a measurei:;e;it and 

calibration methodology. 
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Table 1. Conversion factors relating the net photopeJk count rate (cps) for 
Ll7cs to source activity in the soil and to external exposure rate 
as a functon of source distribution. 

Expanded Exposure 
Relaxation Depth Average Activity Total Activity Rute ut thP 1 

1/ In the top Z c:n P·~r l.!n it Arco •':cter Leve 1 

s/1e s A 11R/h cm z • ' rr· ' ----
TIP p per cps 

cm E.~~L2 uCi tm2 

CP'• CPS 

5 0 13 1. 09 3.6 

5 8.2 

10 5.6 

l '.i I\. 1 

25 2.6 

40 1. 6 

60 1. 1 

10 0 10 1. 5 3.7 

5 7.9 

10 6.3 

15 5.2 

25 J. 7 

110 2.5 

60 l. 7 

15 0 8.~ 2.0 3.4 

5 7.5 

10 6.'1 

15 5. /j 

25 •1. 3 

'10 3.1 

60 2.2 

I) 5 

/ 

.::::-,.,., 
r-

0 
LI"> 



[- -_--, --
r· ri 
l .__,.. ' --- Table 2. Average external exposure rate for 1J 7cs .:it 1 meter~ r· ~ 

I 

- ..... _. 
All Dnta (Actual Measurement Results) c . :.,) All D.:ita ( HDA Replaced vith HDA)a 

--, 
·~ Lov II igh Lov High 

r<~j 137 Cs (1 Value Va l11c 137 Cs 0 Value Value 
l..-. ·• - Island N 11 P../hr 11R/hr \1!{/hr 1: R/hr N uR/hr uR/hr uR/hr uR/hr: 

Bokol110 (Alice) 64 29. 23 14.SJ J.6 6J.) 

Bokomb:iko (Belle) 43 JS. f',Q 15.80 0.9 62.8 

Kirunu (Clarn) 25 18.28 10.75 ).J 4 2. 8 

Louj (D:ii.~y) JO I,. )9 4. 71 0.7 16.8 

Boken Circnc)b 
'•· 

60 4-'•1 J.5J 0.22 13 .6) 

Sand Spit 19 0.42 0. 11 0. 25 0.65 

Eujebi (J.1n~l) 980 10.07 5.27 0.05 J6. 2 980 10.07 5.27 0.2 36.2 

NF. Qu:i<lr:int. 272 10.03 5.58 0.05 )6.2 272 10.0J 5.58 0.2 J6.2 

SE Q11:idr:int 285 8.86 3. 2l1 2.3 2).2 

S\.J Q11:idr:int 128 9.07 4. !, 7 0.6 19 .8 

N\./ Q11.1<lr.1nt 295 11. 70 6.J7 0.5 29.5 

Hijikadrek (K:itc) 21 4.95 J.OJ 0.4 10.8 

Kidr:inr.n (Lucy) 28 6.09 4. lJ 0.2 14.0 
j 

Bokr.nrl:ib (Mary) 19 J. 14 1. 55 1. 1 6.9 

Elle (N.1ncy) 47 6.76 1. 76 2. 1 10. l 

Aej (Olive) 51, 5.09 1. 79 1. 2 8.7 - - - - - \/') 

Elcleron (Ruby) 9 0.65 0.32 0.39 !. 31 -
\("I"'\ 

- - - - r--
Aomon ( S.1 11 y) 142 2.20 1. 80 0. 1 9.5 142 2.21 1. 80 0.2 9.5 

\.list Tip 63 2. 71 J.03 0.2 14 - 8 

Bijire (Tilcl.i) 53 2.29 0.74 0. {, 4. 2 - - - - - 0 

Loj<.>a (Ursul.:i)c 
Ln 

16 0.8 

Alembel (Vera) 57 1. 68 0. 74 0.2 2.8 

Billae (Wili:ia) 20 0. 77 O.J8 0. 1 1. 5 20 0.77 O.J7 0.2 1. 5 

~::OA is 0.2 uR/hr b . . B . ( ) Add1t1onal cleanup done on o~cn Irene . Rccults m.:iy change. 

cData colJection is inco~pletc. Results reporced are prcli~inary. 
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E-:1'. r·~ 1\ r~l~ 
. , . : . /, I 11 r 

T.:ible 3. Average external ~xposuri rJte for 60co at l meter. 

All Data (Actual Measurement Results) All Data {<MDA Replaced with MDA)3 

Lo· . .,. High Low High 
60co 0 V;:i lue Value 60co 0 Value Value 

Island N uR/hr uR/hr uR/hr uR/hr N uR I hr uR/hr uR/hr uR/hr 

Bokoluo (Alice) 64 17. 40 13. 09 4. 1 3?.. 5 
8okonbako (Belle) 43 15. 15 6.60 1.9 23.7 
Kirunu (Clara) 25 9.25 4. GS 2 .1 19.5 

louj {Daisy) JO 7.02 ·s. Go 0.4 20.3 30 7.02 5.60 0.5 20.8 
Bo'<en ( lrene)b fiO 19. 91 23.51 0.30 115.20 GO 19.92 23.50 0.5 115. 20 

Sand Sp it l9 2 .03 0. fl l 0.6 J.6 

Enjeo i (Janet} 965 2 .88 3.03 0.0 JB.6 965 2.92 2.99 0.5 33.6 
NE Q11,1drant 259 3. 74 4. IJil 0.0 2rJ. 4 272 10.03 3. '14 0.5 24. 4 

SE Quadrant 235 1,85 l.OJ 0.0 os.o - - 1. 02 0.5 5.0 

s~~ Quadrant 128 2. 80 5. 15 0.0 3-J. 6 - - 5. 12 0.5 38.6 
N'..I Qu,1driln t 293 3. 16 2.26 0.0 Hi.3 - - 2.22 0.5 16.3 

Mijikadrek {Kate) 21 1. iJS 1.09 0.IJ 3.5 - - l.08 0.5 3.5 
l<idrinen (Lucy) 28 2.63 l. so o. l I). 6 - - 1. '12 0.5 4.6 

Bokenelab (>lilry) 19 1.110 0. 70 0.3 2.8 - - 0.68 0.5 2.8 
El le (Nancy) 47 2.22 o. 54 0.5 3.2 

Aej (01 ive) SiJ 1. 87 0. 71 0.2 3.0 - - 0. 70 0.5 3.0 
Eleleron (Ruby} . 9 3.82 6 .0·1 0.4 19.5 - - 6.03 0.5 19.S 

Ao:non (Sally) 1112 o. 71 0.52 0.0 3.5 1112 2.21 0. IJJ 0.5 3.5 .:&;) 

\./is t Tip 63 3. 9<1 6. IJ7 0.2 33.8 - - 6. !JS 0.5 33.8 (W"'\ 

r-
Bijire (Tild,1} 58 0.72 0.31 0.3 1.4 - - 0.27 0.5 1.4 
Lojwa (Ursula)c 16 0.2 

A lembel {Vera) 57 0. 52 o. 22 0. l 1. 0 - - 0.13 0.5 1. 0 0 
~ tJ") 

Bil l ae ( \./ i 1 ma) 20 o. 32 0.13 0. 1 0.6 20 0.11 0.02 0.5 0.6 

3M8A is O.S uflfhr bAdditional cl~Jnup done on Boken (Irene). Rc~ults may Chong~. 

cOata collection is in.complete. Results re~ortcd are preliminary . 
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Table 4. Average surfa~e· soil. concentr~tion for 241 Am. 

All Data (Actual Measure~nt Results) All Data (<MDA Replaced with MDA) 3 

Lo14 Hi9h Low High 
2 4 1 Am a 'J J l u e Value 2 4 l ,'\m a Value Va I u e 

Island N pCi/9-___E_C_.!_L_g pCi/g pCi/_g N pCi/a pCi/g pCi/g pCi/g 

Bokoluo (Alice) 

Bokombako (Gelle) 

Kirunu (Clara) 

Lot.Jj (Daisy) 

Bo~en (Irene)b 

Sand Sp it 

61\ 

113 

25 

30 

60 

]q 

Enjebi (J~n~l} 1015 

ri:: Q11.1tir Jn t 302 

SE QuaclrJnt 285 

s~ QuJdrant 128 

N~ Q11~clrant 300 

Mijikadrek (Kate) 21 

Kidrinen (Lucy) 28 

Bok e n e 1 ab ( ;.1.1 r y) l ') 

El le (N~ncy} 1\7 

Aej (Olive) SI\ 

Eleleron (Ruhy) 9 

Aomon (Sally) 11\~ 

\./est Tip 63 

Bi j ire (Ti l cl a) 5'.l 

Loj~4a (Ursu 1 a )c 16 

Al~bel (Vera) 57 

Billae (Wilma) 20 

3 MOA is 0.5 pCi/g 

15.6fl 

19. 21 

7.48 

9."02 

2.65 

l. 28 

5.0l 

5. 6'.J 

5. 38 

4. 71\ 

4 .09 

6.09 

10.6 

4.62 

9.8 

5.55 

0.9\) 

1.80 

1.09 

1. '.)6 

0.5 

2. 18 

0.83 

8.81 

8.10 

3. 11 

I\. 3t1 

l. 50 

0. ·12 

3.J5 

3.42 

3.11 

3. 37 

3.29 

11 • 5.J 

n.oG 
J. 31 

3. ti6 

3 .115 

0.112 

2. 39 

0.96 

l. 30 

1.03 

o. 53 

1. 4 

2.5 

3.7 

2.J 

0.8 

o.s 
0.0 

0.2 

0. l 

0.5 

0.0 

1.1 

0.5 

l. 2 

2.2 

1. 5 

0.2 

-0.2 

o.o 
0 .1 

0.3 

o.o 

37. 8 

30.6 

111. 2 

21\. 6 

·1.0 

2.3 

15.9 1015 

11\. 5 3:)2 

13.5 285 

11. 8 

15.9 

15.3 

25.2 

12. I\ 

18. 6 

ltl. 3 

1. 4 

1'1. l 

4. 5 

5.8 

4.2 

1. 9 

300 

9 

142 

63 

58 

57 

20 

5.02 

5. 69 

5.39 

I\ .10 

o. 9G 

.1. 8'.l 

1. 15 

l. 9.3 

2. 19 

0. 91\ 

]. JI\ 

J.42 

3.10 

3.28 

0.JJ 

2.33 

. 0. 92 

1. 29 

1. 01 

o. 46 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

15.9 

15.9 

13. 5 

15.9 

1.1\ 

14.l 

4.5 

5.8 

4.2 

1. 9 

bAdditional cleanu~ done o~ Boken (Irene). Results mJy change. 

cData collectii;rn is incomplete. Results reported are preliminary. 
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Tab 1 e 5. Pulmonary Deposition of Plutonium (2J9+240pu) fo~ Worst Case and8est Case· Conditions on Bikini. 

Inhalation Dust Soil Pu E nh anc e:nen t Personal Respirable Pulmonary 
Ril te Aerosol /\ctivity Factor Enhance:nent Fraction Disposition 

Condition (m3 h-1) ( :i'J m-3) (aCi vg-1) ( EF) (PD[) (RESP) (aCi h-1) 

Bare Field, 
During ti 11 in g 1.04 136 15.3 3.10 o. 92 0.24 1476 

Staoi11zed Field, 
Heavy \.lark 1.011 21 15.3 0.83 2. 611 0.19 139 

In and Aro~;:u: i:iuses, 
Light work 0.83 21 15.J 0.83 1. f.lG 0.19 \. 78 

Coconut Grove 
Light wor~ 0.83 21 8.0 0.41 1. 10 0 .19 12 

At Roadside, 
One Vehicle/Hr* 0.023 28 4 .1 2.50 ( 1. 0) o. 24 1. 58 + BG 

*Exposure to one, ten-second, median, vehicular dust-pulse, not including background (BG). 
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Tab 1 e 6. 
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Ratio
1 

of the .. Coricentration in Soil 
of ZJ9+Ztl0pu to Z~lArn for Islands 
at Enewetuk Atoll. 

Island 2J9+240pu 

2 •1 l /\,n 

MijikaJrek {Kate) 1. 7 
K idr in en (Lucy) I. G 
Uo'<cnclab {~iary) l. 9 
Elle (N.1!1cy) 1. 7 
l\~j (Oliv<?) 1. 7 
E le leron (:~uby) 5.tl 
Aom:in ($.illy) 7. ,, 
[lijire (fild-J) l. iJ 
Loj.~.J (Ur<;1Jla) 1 .B* 
I\ le1:1'..>e 1 ( V»rJ) 1. '.i 
Uill.:ie (Wilm.1) 1. n 
EnjelJi (JJnet) Northwest tl. J/ 2. 3 
Enj••oi (.luni~t) Northe,1~t 2.J 
Enjebi (J.1n·~t) South1·:c~t 2.J 
[nj'.~bi (JJnr.t) Southc.1st 2.J 
Southern Islands l. 8* 

*/\ssurned to be the SJme as Uijire (Tilda) 
and U i 1 l a c ('..Ji 1 :nJ ) 
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Table 7. Measured and Estimated Rndionuclide Concentrations 
in Heat and Water for Enjcbi (Janet) ls land. 

ENJEBI 

pCi/g Wet We ir,ht 

137 Cs 90Sr 2J 9 + 2l; 0 Pu 2fd /\n 

O.Sld 
d -Jc 

Pork 4Sa 1. 3 x 10-3 0.7 x 10 
d c 

Chicken l. 9a O.Sld 1.3 x 10-3 0.7 x 10- 3 

c 
Chicken Er,cs* 1. 9 0.51 1.3 x 10 

-3 0.7 x 10-J 

+ b c 
Groundwater 90b 11 b 6.7 x 10-J 2.9 x 10-J 

e c 
Cistern Water 

+ l.8e 1. 34 e l.7Xl0-z 0.85 x 10-2 

+ Units arc pCi/l rather thnn pCifr,. 

* Assumed t6 be the same as chicken. 

B. 

b 

c 

Cnleulntrrl from pig and chicken dnta from Dikini Islnnd (W.L. Robison to 
be published); Bikini meat d.H:i is multiplied by thC' rntio of the 
Southern Idand soil concentration to the Bikini Island soil 
concentr.1tion to develop the Southern Island rnC':Jt conccntr'1tion. 

From V. Noshkin ct al., Plutonium R.1dionuclidrs in the Cround1Jaters at 
Encwecak Atoll, International Atomic Energy Acency Symposium, 
Trans11ranium Nuclidcs in the Environmr:nt, li\E/,-St!-199/33 Vienna, 1976. 

Calculated from Pu data and thr> 2J9+2li0pu/241Aro ratio listed in 
T<1ble 6. 

d Assumed to be the snmc ns rat muscle concrntr'1tions; taken from Encuetak 
R<1diologic;il Survey Report, NV0-140, Vol. l, 1973. 

e Assumed to be th~ same as Bikini Island Cistern Wnccr; dnta Crom V.E. 
Noshkin ct al., Evaluation of the Radiolor,ical Quality of the Water on 
Bikini n~d Eneu Islands in 1975; Dose Asse~smcnt B~sed on Initial 
Sncplinc, Laurence Livermore Labor~cory, Report UCRL-51879, Pare 4, 1977. 
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Table 8. Hcnsured and Estimntcd Rn<lionuclide Concentrntions 
in Meat and Water for Southern Islands. 

[Jincdrol 
, 

SOUTHERN ISLANDS (Alvin throuGh Kidrencn (Keith))j 

pCi/g Wet Weight 

137 Cs 90Sr 2J9+240Pu 241 Am 

-3<l c 
Pork 0.51

3 0.012d 1.1 x 10 0.5 x 10- 3 

d c 
Chicken 0.021

3 0.0l2d 1.1 x 10- 3 o.s x 10- 3 

-3 c 
Chicken F.gp,s* 0.021 0.012 1. 1 x 10 0.5 x 10- 3 

b c 
+ 

0.56e 0.09e O.Sl X 10-J 0.26 x 10-J Cround1Jater 
b c ... 

0 .09 f 0. l ( 0.2 x 10-J o.1x10- 3 
Cistern W.:iter 

+ Units nrr pCi/l r;ither th''" pCi/r,. 

* Ar..<umed to be the s.111e .1~ chickrn r.11~.1t. 

a C:1lculntccl from pie :i:-icl chickr-n <lntn fr0:n lliki:-ii J::l.111<l (\,'.!.. Robison -
to be published); Rikini mc-.1t <l.1t.1 is nl\lltiplir•i hy the r.itio o[ the 
So11thrrn Isl;:ir.d soil concC'ntr<Ition to the fiikini 1.<l.inrl snil 
conccntr:ition to develop the Southern l<'l:ind .,c-.1t concrntr:ition. 

b 

c 

d 

Fro::i V. t:oshkin, Plutoni.u01 !l<Idionuclidc:< in th.• Groun<lw.1ters at Ene1o:ct:ik 
Atoll, lnternntion:il Atomic Encr~y Ar,rncy Spnposiurn, Trnnsuranium 
Nuclicl('s in the Envir-•nm•:nt, lt.!'.:A-S:1-199/JJ Vi1:nnn, 1976. 

Cnlcul.>tcd from Pu dnta 11nd the 2J9+Z 4 0ru/21'1Am rntio listed in 
Table 6. 

Ass~rned to be the same ns rat n11scle conccntrntions; token from Encwctak 
R11diological Surv('y Rrport, NV0-1~0, Vol. 1, 197). 

e V. Noshkin ·-private corr.rr:unic:ition U:~:::o A11r,ust 28, 1971.). 

f Assumed to be the s.1rnc :i~ K1.:.1jclein Cistern l'ater, source of r'.wajclcin 
Cistern dntn, V. Noshkin ct :ll., EvJluJtion of the R:ld~olor,tcal Qu:llity 
of the Wat~r on Bikini and En~u Isl;in~s in 1975; Dose Assessncnt Based on 
Initial Sacplinc, LJurcnce Livcr~ore Laboratory, Report UCRL-51879, Part 

4, 1?77. 
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Pork 

Table 9. Measured .ind f..<tim.itcd R.:iclionuclic!c Concentr.:ttions i.n 
Meat and l~.:ttcr for Aor.ion CS.ill;:) and Bijirc (Tilda) . 

AO!-!ON (SALLY)/BIJIRF. (TILDA) 

pCi/g \./ct \./cir.ht 

137 Cs 90Sr 239+240Pu :24 !Am 

b 
7.7 3 

0.013
3 1.6 x 10- 3 0.8 x 10-3 

c 

c 
Chicken 0.33.:t 0.013° l .(, x 10 

-3b 
0.8 x 10-3 

c 
Chicken F.r,gs* 0.33 0.013 1.6 x 10 

-J o.s x 10- 3 

+ 
Ground"'atcr f f f [ 

c 
+ 

c 
Ci& tern \.la tcr o.21d 0.36d 1.6 x 10-3 0.1 x 10-3 

+ Units arc pCi/1 rather than pCi/r,. 

* Assumed to he the s.:tmc ns chickrn mr;it. 

a 

b 

c 

Calcul:ited fror:i pig .ind chickrn d.H.i fror.i Bikini Isl.ind (W.L. Rohison -
to be ;iublishcd); Bi.ki:1i r.\l':Jt d.:tta is r::ultiplicd by the ratio of the 
.\o:non/IJiji.r.c radi0nuclide soi"l c0ncentration to the Ilikini Isl.ind &oil 
concentr.ition to develop the Aomon/Hijire mC'at eoncentrntion. 

Assumed to be the s:ir.ic ns r:it tissue concc-ntr:itions; t.iken from Enci.:ctak 
R;;diolor.i.c:il Survey Report, t:vo-11,0! Vol. 1, 1973. 

C.ilcul:ited fror:i Pu d:it.1 .1:1d t!ir 23'l+'.'.l•Oru/24 l,\r.i r.1tio li~tcd ln 
T:;b l<' (,. 

d A~sum!'d to be the s:imr> :ir. F.neu !shnd Cistc-rn W:.itf'r - F.ncu Isl.ind d.1tn 
from V. M1,<hki.11 rf'pOrt tn DOE 11'1· 

e From V. !~n~hkin, Plntoni111:i H.1dinnuc:lidi:~. in th<: Gro11n 1 !\~·.1tPr!: :it E11r:._.,~tok 

Atoll, lnf.l·t·1".:1ti.on.~l A:,1:::iC": E11.-1'(:'1 ,\:.c'ncy ~;y;;:po~~cr!'I, Tr.111;.ut-.1ni11:n 

J;uclidcs in the !:11viron:""'~t, J,\!·:,\-S:-:-i99/:JJ Vi.~nn.1, 19/li. For ;,(i::io,-, 
(S:llly) the cist.~rn i.:~ter is .1~""'"'~cl tn h:ivc th" ~no· .. ~ cor.ccntrntien JS 

thr. catchment v.1t<'r contninc-.d in sm;1l l cr.1trr.< in the !',\CE exc.1v.1tion 
areR. 

f The lens v:iter on Aomon/Bi.ji.re is not·~uitab!c che~ically for drir.kinc; 
the lens' v.~tcr is extremely !ir:icki.r.h :ind o (rc~h .. :acer layer iG 
non-cxistcn~ - V. r;oshkin personal co=uni.cation. 
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Table 10. Concentration•Ratio (C~) Estimated over a 0 to 40 cm Soil 

Profile for Subsistence Crops for 137cs. 

a II i ~h Low 
Food Item Number m CJ Value Medi Jn V" luc 

Coconut Meat 26 5.8 4. 2 lG 4. J 1. 3 

Coconut Fluid 2.9 

Breadfruit 9 O. Sit 0.li8 1. 6 0. 38 0. 12 

Pandanus Fruit 5 3.9 3.8 9.G 2.8 0.18 

Papaya 25 o. 58 0. '14 l. 6 o. 39 0.2 

Squash 12 4. 3 1.8 8.Z 4.3 1.8 

B anuna 5 0. 16 0.093 0. 7!3 0 .14 0.075 

\./a tcrmelon 17 1. 0 1. 2 tj - J 1. tj 0. 12 

apCi/g fruit wet weight I pCi/g soil dry weight. 

Sr\ 
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Table 11. 
' .. •' ~ ' • ; I '. 

Concentration Ratio (CR) Estimated over a 0 to 1\0 cm Soil 

Profile for Subsistence Crops for 90sr. 

a 
Food I tern Number 'CK 0 

Coconut Meat 15 6.3(-3) 3.9(-3) 

Coconut Fluid 6.3(-3)b 

Breadfruit 9 7 (-2) 5.8(-2) 

P;indanus Fruit 3 I\. 6(-1) Z.Z(-1) 

Pariaya I\ 6.3(-2) 3.5(-2) 

Squash 5 2.6(-2) 1.2(-2) 

Ban an a 3 9. l ( -3) 5.5(-3) 

\..'atermelon 8 1.8(-2) 7.9(-3) 

3 pCi/g fruit wet weight / pCi/g soil dry weight. 

bAssumed to be equal to coconut mcJt_ 

55 

High 
V<Jlue 

1.6(-2) 

1.5(-1) 

6.9(-1) 

1.1(-1) 

4.0(-2) 

1.5(-2) 

2.9(-2) 

Low 
Median Value 

5.1(-3) 1.7(-3) 

5.5(-2) 5.8(-3) 

I\. 2(-1) 2.6(-1) 

5.S(-2) 2.5(-2) 

2.8(-2) 8.8(-3) 

7. 7 (-J) 4.ti{-3) 

1.5(-2) 7.2(-3) 
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Table 12. Concentration Ratio (CR) Estimated over a Oto 40 cm Soil 

Profile for Subsi>tence Crops for zJg+z4oPu. 

a 
Food Item Number: ...... ti{ .o. 

Coconut Me;it 14 5.0(-5) 5 (-5) 

Coconut Fluid 5.0(-5)b 

Breadfruit 8 1 . 5 (-5) l.G(-5) 

P and anus Fruit 3 <1. 3(-5) <1. 2(-5) 

Pa pa ya 4 2. 7 (-5) ? . 7 (-5) 

Squash 5 1. 9 (-5) 1.5(-5) 

Ban an a 3 3 (-5) 3 (-5) 

\.la termelon 8 '1.8(-5) 3 .1 ( -'.'1 ) 

3 pCi/g fruit wet weight/ pCi/g soil dry weight. 

bAssumed to be the same as coconut l:X!ilt. 

High 
Value Median 

l . 8 ( -'1) 3 .1 (-5) 

,, . 7 (-5) 1.2(-5) 

11.9(-5} 3. J ( -5) 

Ci. I (-5) 2 . .., (-5) 

4.0(-5) 1. 2 (-5) 

6 . .., (-5) 1.9(-5) 

8.9(-5) '1. J(-5) 

Low 
Value 

1.5(-6) 

1.6(-6) 

6.4(-6) 

3. 3 (-7) 

3.3(-6) 

7. 2 (-6) 

7. G (-6) 
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Tnble 13. Concentration Rntio (CR) Er.timatcd over a 0 to 40 cm Soil 

p f' f . 24 l ro ilc or Subs1~tence Crops for /\m. 

:1 
-

Food Item Num!>er CR 0 

Coconut Ment 8 J.7(-5) 2.4(-5) 

Coconut Flui.d J.7(-S)b 

Breadfruit s 1. 7(-5) 2.2(-5) 

Pand:rnur. Fruit 2 1.2(-!,) 1. 5(-l,) 

Papaya 4· 3.1(-4) 5 (-4) 

Squ:ish 

Banana l 2.2(-5) 

Watermelon 7 2.7(-5) 2.7(-5) 

11 pCi/r, fruit vet weight / pCi/g soil dry weight. 

bAssu:i:ed to be the same as coconut neat. 

11 i r,h 
V:iluc 

8.3(-5) 

S.6(-5) 

2.J(-4) 

1.0(-3) 

7.8(-5) 

Low 
Medi an Value 

3_ 7(-5) 2.6(-6) 

6.5(-6) 2.6(-6) 

l.:Z(-1,) 1.0(-5) 

9.J(-5) 1.1(-6) 

2.8(-S) 2.S(-6) 
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Fish a 

Table 14. Measured and Estimated Radionuclid~ Concentrntions 
in Marine Species and Birds nt Enewetak Atoll. 

pCi/g Wet Weight 

137 Cs 90Sr 239+240Pu 21, l A:n 

O.lle o.021e 2. I, X 10 -/ 0.57 x 10 

Shellfishb 0.0025f ,0.00JSe 0. 0011 e ,0.0015c 

Clams 
c 0.11 e 0.0057e 0.044e 0.0095h 

Bi rd s 0.024(! O.Olle 2.4 x 10-Jj 0.52 x 10 

Bi rd Eggs 0.029e 0. 191! 2 _:, x 10 
-Jj 

0.52 x 10 

-Jf 

-Jj 

-JJ 

Cr.1bsd 
-4c l. 

l. 7C 0 · '•Je 8.8 x 10 4.4 x 10-4 

Oc Copus 

Turtle 

3 Includes rccf fish nnd pdar,ic fish. Radionuclide concentrations nre 
assumc<l to b<:! the same for nll !'pccies. 

brncludes lob~ter and marinc crnbs which are assu:ncd to have the same 
radionuclide conccntrntion in tissue. 

crncludcs ti1c> different species .1nd both muscle tissue and hepatopancraas. 

drncludcs coconut crabs <Jnd l:lncl crabs both of which are assumed to have the 
same rn<lionuclide concentrations in tissue. 

C[r:evct:ik ll.1diolor,icr.l Survt'y, n'0-140, 1973, Vol. l. 

fvictor Noshkin - to be published. 

&Assumed to be-~he same as fish ~usclc. 

hcalculatcJ usins the fish 2J'J+2!.0ru/ 24 1A::i ratio. 

icalculated assuming the average 2J9+240pu/241Ax:l ratio for all Northern 
Islands is 2. 

jAssu.-ced
0 

to be the snoe as fish muscle. 
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Table 15. Surrmary of can conversion data for subsistence food Hems 
for the Ujelang Survey. r -~ii) t\ v-2-·l 

I 1 J;· I 1 .\ t-·\.l Ll LJ 
~f-oo-a.---r~o-o'd-lry-D~C~~~~~G-r.-1·"-->~Dr-r~--,f~o-o~a-_--rf-00-trl~l-y-pc~~~~~l,r--a-n·-.s-p_c_r~--'-' ' 

Fi sh 

Reef Fish 

Tuna 

Mahi Mah 1 

She 11 fish 

cl ams 

Mar ine Cr abs 

Lobs tpr 

Clam MuHle 

Trochus 

Tr idacn~ ~use le 

Tri~a(na Viscera 

Je(lrul 

Cr abs 

CocC'ntJt Crabs 

Land Cr~.bs 

Octopus 

Turtle 

Domestic Me.1 t 

Chicken Muscle (raw) 

Chicl:rn L)ver (raw} 
Chic<r.n Glz~ard (riw} 

Pork 1-'.usc le (r a·,.,) 

Pork Kidnry (r;iw} 

Pork Liver (ra·.,) 

Pork H rar t ( r ,y,.,) 

liild Birds 

Bird l~uscle (r.~·-i) 

Bird Vi seer a ( r .~.,. l 

- - - . --·--------

219 
290° 

2503 

352b 

3511 c 

JGIJd 

Jlille 

JG!Jc 

35,qC 

3U~.r. 

JG/ 

352 f 

J(jl\ 9 

36llc 

JG9 

409h 
J(,') i 

3G1 i 

367 i 

[<J')S 

Bird Eggs 

Chicken E~'JS 

Turtle E(j'lS 

PandJnus 

Pandanus Fruit 

Pand.,nu'; Nut~ 

5rr.Mlfr ui t 

Coconut Flu id 

Coconut Juice 

Coconut ~Ii lk 

Tu!">.1/J(''.rrd 

Coconut Mrat 

Young Coconut 

Middle Age Coconut 

Old Coconut 

MJr~hal lr~r Cake 

Papaya 

Snuash funcoo~cd) 

PuMrkin (Uncno<rd) 

B,1nana 

\.i,J I rrmc l on 

f1rr G\<r 00 t 

Ci Ir us 

noqh Aqua~ Liquids · 

369 

JG9 i 

nc~" 

59 

RJinw~lrr 

WrllwJtrr 

1'.1 lo lo 

C0ffi::i::/Tr.1 

3Gl1 k 

)(id 

JGn k 

119 (ll2)
1 

3t,Qm 

217n 

355° 

355° 

355 ° 

300° 

210 (JBS)~ 

1?5° 

~111 p 

JGO 

2 JZ 

?J?. 

2S2 

i'SJ 

7,1?. (220) 3 

Jl? 

JS5 

355 

JS So 

35) 0 

\. 
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aWeight reported by Pritchard. 

bCalculated from density of Dungeness crab. 

cCalculated from censity of lobster tail. 

dCalculated from density of Cherrystone clam IT\JSCle. 

eAssumed the same as Clam Muscle. 

fAssumed the SJmc JS Marine crJb. 

'Jc,1lculated from density of squid. Assumed the SJrn('. 

h'lalue is for ber.f liver. /\ssumed the same. 

;Assumed the SJme as chicken IT\JSCle. 

jValue is for bf'rf kidnry. As~.umrd thr samr.. 

k/\ssumed the ~"1'n" os chic~en rg'.]S. V-:lue is r.eJn for rl!".-1 (393 Glean) wd 

scrambled (335 G/can). 
1
value is for ril'.-1 Pandilnus l~ss fibrous strings. Calculated from data 

reported by Pr i !chard. 

mValue is for ro.1s ted pr.anut ~ ilnd c.1sh1?1;s. Assurr.ed th(' sorr-e. 

nCalculatrd from weights reported ~Y Pritchard. Boiled (255 G/can -

60 percent consumption). 
0Assu~ed the sa~e as water. 

PQuanti ty of ccconut rw.>-1t in rmrshal lese cake. Calculated fro~ data 

reported by Pritchard. er 
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Table 16. Su!Tlllary of can conversion data for imported food it<'ms 
for the Ujcl.:ing Survey 

GRAf!S PER 

FOOD ITEH l 2oz CAN 

Baked Bread 130 ( 90) 11 

Fried Brend 115 (186)b 

Pancakes l 1)6 

Cake lfd 

Rice (Cooked) 31, 3 

Instant Potatoes (Cooked) 355 

Sugar 350c 

Chl\~ED MEAcS M-0 POULTRY 

Canned ChickP.n 341 c 

Corned Dec f 340c 

Sp:im 3r0c 

CAX:':ED FI S!l 

Canned M.:ickeral 3r,oc 

C.1nned S.:i<d incs JJ9c 

C.:inncd Tun.1 )!,QC 

C.:inn<'d Sal~on 3!· l c 

Other Canned Fish, 340c 

OthP.r Mc.it, Fish, or 

P0ultry Jf10cJ 

a\.'cir,ht rernrtcd by Pritch:ird. 

FOOD I TEH 

Carbonntcd Drinks 

CAN:J!::D JUICES 

Ora~;c Juice 

Tomatac Juice 

Plne:ipl c Juice 

Other C.1nnerl Juice 

MIJ.J.: PfWDlJCTS 

Ev.:iporatcd Milk 

Powdered Hilk 

\./hole Milk 

Canned flutter 

Onion 

Canned Vecctablcs 

n.1by Food 

Cocoa 

Ramcn Noodlcs(Cookcd) 

Candy 

GRAflS PER 

17.oz CAN 

35Sc 

JS Sc 

J55c 

JS Sc 

355c 

355c 

J55c 

355 
c 

J40c 

235 

)1,0c 

31, l c 

JS Sc 

36L. 

200 

bl!c;in ·-·cir.ht for l'-'O forms of fried brc.1d reported by Pritchard. Round 

dour.hnut holes (151 G/cnn) and a heavier version (2200 G/cnn). noth of equal 

po ru l "r it y . 

c\.'cichc in cra~s froa croccry store containers. 

dAss=.ed' t:1c s;;:::c as c.1:-.nccJ :=ieat, fish, and poultry. 

c\./cisht reported is for lard. 
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Table 17. Dietary intake in g/day for selected subsistence food items in the Ujelang Survey for adult males. 

Normal Conditions 

Low iii gh Proportion 

Famine Conditions 

Low High Proportion 

Food Number Mean CJ Value V~lue of Nonzeros .. Number !"P.an .cr Value Value .of.Nonzeros 

Fish 

Shellfish 

Clams 

Cr abs 

Octopus 

Turtle 

OomP. st i c Meat 

\./ild Birds 

Egr.:;s 

P and anus 

Breadfruit 

Coconut Fluid 

Coconut Meat 

Pape ya 

SquJsh 

Purrpk in 

Banana 

Watermelon 

Arro11root 

Ci tr us 

Aquas Liquids .. 

TOTAL. 

36 

36 

35 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

3G 

31) 

0 

23 

36 

0 

36 

36 

. . )6 

4].5 

5.8 

9.J 

J .4 

2.G 
J.7 

18.6 

8.13 

7.9 

2.7 

12.8 

98 .G 

32.5 

1.6 

0.2 

o.o 

Jtl. 7 

7. 7 

15. 0 

7. J 

5.2 

6.9 

n.o 
l?. .6 

1I.9 

J.5 

12. 7 

82.2 

30. I 

s.a 

0.8 

0.0 

2. J 6. 9 

0.0 0.0 

915.0 .570.4 

7. 9 l 9'1. 6 

0.0 23.4 

0.0 G0.8 

0.0 Jf1.9 

0.0 ?G.1 

o.o 26 .il 

o. 0 CJ?.. 7 

0.0 41 .ll 

0.0 C~i.3 

0.0 I 3 .1 

0. 0 Sil. 2 

0.0 3()7.8 

3.9 1'11i.5 

0.0 27.2 

o. 0 3. 9 

0.0 0.0 

0. 0 31. 5 

0. 0 0. 0 

228 .'1 ?.751. 2 

.36. 1167.1 597.0. 333.9 31S1.'1 

1. 00 

0.53 

0. 50 

0. llll 

0.56 

0. 72 

0.92 

0. '12 

0.64 

o.ria 

o. 75 

0.97 

1. 00 

0. 14 

0.04 

0.0 

0 .17 

0.0 

LOO 

1. 00 

62 

36 

36 

36 

JG 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

JG 

36 

36 

JG 
.36 

0 

23 

35 

0 

36 

36 

36 

89.J 

27 .6 

SJ. I 

14 . 1 

12. 1 

7 .6 

3?.0 

25.4 

15 .3 

27. 9 

57. 6 

l 67. 7 

125. I 

6 .13 

0.7 

0.0 

6'1 .8 

0.0 

548 .6 

36 12 75 . 4 

67.0 12.7 

46.1 0.0 

67.4 010 

31. 0 0.0 

21 .8 o. 0 

I 3 .0 0.0 

36. 9 1. 0 

25.J 0.0 

14.2 0.0 

33 .5 0.0 

51 . 4 7 .8 

114 .J 51.0 

111 . 5 33. 0 

11.?. 0.0 

2. 0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

75.6 0.0 

o.o 0.0 

447.4 0.0 

341. 7 

202.9 

276 .0 

181. 0 

91. 0 

52.8 

14 5. 4 

l 08. 6 

58.2 

112.0 

217.0 

380.4 

610.0 

38.0 

8.4 

o.o 

220.0 

0.0 

2130.0 

.553.J .379.2 2849.4 

l. 00 

o.n 
0. 97 

0.56 

0.&6 

0. ':14 

l. 00 

0.fl3 

0.92 

o.~7 

l. 00 

1. 00 

1. 00 

0.36 

0.13 

0.0 

0.'37 

0.0. 

0.97. 

l. 00 

l.f') 

.--

c::> 
t.n 
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Table 18. Dietary intake in g/day for s'e1ec.te
0

d ·subs. stence food items in the Ujelang Survey for adu1t females. 

Normal Conditions 

Low High Proportion 

Famine Conditions 

Low High Proportion 

.~ood .......... -~umber Mean fJ Value V,1lue of Nonzeros. Nurr.ber Mean fJ Value Value of Nonzeros 

Fish 

She 11 fish 

Clams 

Cr abs 

Octopus 

Turtle 

Domestic Meat 

\.lild Birds 

Eggs 

P and anus 

Breadfruit 

Coconut Fluid 

Coconut Meat 

Papaya 

Squash 

Pu!npk in 

Ban on a 
\.ldtermelon 

/Irr o..;r oo t 

Ci tr us 

Aquas Liquids. 

.TOT/IL 

JI\ 

)4 

31\ 

J•1 

Jl 

Jl 

J4 
JI\ 

J4 
J11 

Jl1 

JI\ 

Jtl 

J4 
0 

18 

J.1 

0 

JI\ 

J4 
Jl1 

41.5 

5. l 

8.9 

3 .1 

II. 5 

4.3 

21. 2 

II. 2 

10.7 

9.2 

27.2 

141 .8 

6J. J 

6.6 

1.2 

0.02 

J.9 

0.0 

829.8 

28.8 

9.J 

14 .1 

'7. 4 

8.J 

9.5 

52. 4 

8.7 

J2.2 

16.6 

Ja .1 

122 .o 
98 .8 

J2.8 

11.0 

0.12 

12.0 

0.0 

1152. 6 

3.6 118.5 

0.0 JI\ .8 

0.0 52.3 

0.0 39.0 

0.0 2G.l 

0.0 119.l 

0.0 292.9 

0.0 

o.o 
0.0 

0.0 

25.4 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

3'.l. 2 

1132. 0 

G2.l 

182. J 

520.7 

5111. 11 

190.0 

16.9 

0.67 

0.0 6J.l 

0.0 0.0 

177.5 2751.2 

.34 1185.2 511.9 l\Jl.6 3182.3 

1. DO 

0.47 

0.65 

0. 32 

0.115 

0. 53 

0. 71\ 

0.29 

0. 38 

0.68 

0.82 

l. 00 

0.97 

0.12 

0.28 

0.03 

0.18 

0.0 

]. 00 

1. 00 

63 

Jl1 

J4 

J4 
JI\ 

JI 

JO 

311 

Jl1 

311 

311 

Jl1 

Jll 

J4 

34 

0 

18 

311 

0 

311 

34 

34 

90 .1 

25.2 

43.6 

12.5 

21\ .5 

8.9 

311. 5 

17.8 

55.8 

32.5 

9J.l 

216.6 

187.2 

13.5 

2.7 

0.3 

47.4 

0.0 

5JO. 0 

34 14 J l . 7 

81.l 17.0 

42.3 0.0 

48.4 0.5 

31.2 0.0 

50.5 G.O 
' 12 .0 0.0 

98 .1 1. 0 

23.6 

152. 5 

32.3 

911. 0 

179. 3 

252.0 

65.0 

6.8 

1. 6 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

7.2 

28.4 

15 .6 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

409.6 

231. 7 

197. 2 

181. 0 

273. 0 

49.l 

576.6 

107.0 

791. 7 

114. J 

325.5 

710.0 

131 7 .5 

380:0 

25 .0 

9.1 

61. 3 

0.0 

399.2 

0.0 227.3 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 . 2130.0 

672.9 525.0 2784.0 

1. 00 

0.85 

1. 00 

o. 77 

0.87 

0.93 

1. 00 

0.88 

0.91 

0.Y4 

1. 00 

1. 00 

1. 00 

0.27 

0.39 

0. 06 

o. 77 

0.0 

0.97 

1. bo 

c--.J 
U") 

.--
·<=> 
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Table 19. Dietary intake in g/day for selected subsistence food items ln the Ujelang Survey for childern from 0-3 ,Years. 

Normal Conditions 

Low High Proportion 

Famine Conditions 

Low High Proportion 

Food Number: .. _Mean a Value VJlue of Nonzeros _Number. Mean a _Value ... Value .. _of _Nonzeros 

Fish 

She 11 fish 

C 1.:ims 

Cr abs 

Octopus 

Tur t 1 e 

Dorr.es tic Meat 

\.Ii 1 d £l irds 

Eggs 

p c1nd.:inus 

[lrcJdfrui t 

Coconut Fluid 

Coconut Meat 

Papaya 

SQllilSh 

Pump:- in 

Bon an a 

\.l.:itermelon 

Arr o..ir oot 

Citrus 

Aquas Liquids 

16 

16 

16 
](j 

12 

12 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 
l(j 

14 

0 

8 

15 

0 

16 

15 

16 

TOTAL 16 

20.5 

1.0 

3.2 

2.0 

1. 7 

0.7 

7.0 

1.6 

2.4 

10. 2 

9.9 

70. 7 

38.4 

0.0 

0.04 

0.02 

0.2 

o.o 
502.3 

14 . 7 

3.2 

7.0 

3 .f.l 

3.0 

1 . 7 

11. 6 

3.2 

4 . l 

19. l 

22.2 

70. 3 

83 .1 

0.0 

0. 11 

0.09 

0.9 

0.0 

2110.6 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

o.o 

511 . 4 

I~. 7 

26. 5 

13.0 

J0. 11 

6 .1 

41. 3 

o. 0 ') .6 

0.0 13.l 

0.0 56.0 

0. 0 91 . I 

0.0 266.2 

0.0 322.2 

o.o 0.0 

0.0 0.31 

0. 0 0. 34 

0.0 3.7 

0.0 0. 0 

139.6 1065.0 

_671.2 275 .2 169 .4 1221.5. 

0 .f.ll 

0.19 

o. 31 

o. 38 

0.58 

0.50 

O.fll 

0.25 

0.llll 

0.63 

O.G3 

o. 9·1 

0 ./31' 

0.0 

0.13 

0.07 

0 .13 

0.0 

1. 00 

1. 00 

64 

16 

16 

16 

16 

12 

12 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

14 

1 

8 

15 

0 

16 

15 

16 

! Ii 

35.9 

3.7 

8.0 

3.9 

1. 7 

0.9 

6.9 

1. o. 2 

6.0 

22.2 

<15. 9 

88 .6 

111. 5 

0.0 

0.0 

0.3 

0.02 

36 .4 . 

o.o 
282.1 

663,6 

42.0 

7.2 

111. 2 

6.5 

3.0 

1.8 

8. l 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 
\. 

o:o 
0.0 

0.0 

11 .6 0. 0 

7 .1 o. 0 

24.8 0.0 

57 .0 0.0 

73.3 11.8 

177 .3 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

0.7 0.0 

0.09 0.0 

79.6 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

124.6 50.9 

167 .6 

25.4 

52.8 

25.9 

10.4 

6 .1 

28 .1 

38.2 

23.5 

56 .0 

217. 0 

266.2 

721. 2 

0.0 

0.0 

1.9 

0.34 

315. 3 

o.o 
. 532. 5 

3911.5 &'l.5 1576.9 

0.81 

0. 38 

0.50 

0.63 

0.58 

0.58 

0.81 

0.63 

0.69 

0 .81 

0.88 

1. 00 

0.81 

0.0 

0.0 

0.25 

0.07 

0.50 

0.0 

1. 00 

. 1.00 

(Vi 

i.n 
r-

c:::> 
U") 
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Table 20. Dietary intake in g/day for selected subsistence food items in the Ujelang Survey for children from 4-11 years. 

Norm3l Conditions F3mine Conditions 
Low High Proper t ion Low High Proper t I on 

Food ........... Number Mean a Value Value of Nonzeros Numbe~ ... Mean a Value Val u~. of Nonzeros . .. . ..... . . . . . 

Fish 37 29.6 19 .11 0.0 J 01. 5 0.97 37 61. 2 35.0 18 .1 16 7 .6 l. 00 
Shellfish 37 4.3 6.8 0.0 z:>. 11 0. S4 37 17.0 2'1. 0 0.0 11S.9 0.89 
Cl ams 37 9.8 17 . !l 0.0 CJ:' .o 0.5'1 37 38.8 119 .4 0.0 190. l 0.92 
Cr ilbS 37 2.2 4.3 0.0 1J.0 0.119 37 12.3 21. 2 0.0 90.5 0.89 

~ 

Octopus 33 2.1 11.0 0.0 I J. l 0.52 31\ 16. 3 48.J o.b 273. 0 0.88 
Turtle 35 1.5 2.9 0.0 l 0.6 0.63 JS 3.2 4. J 0.0 13. 2 0. 94 
OOIT'C s ti c Meat 37 13 .2 2S .'! 0.0 1'16 . I\ 0 .84 37 22. I 48.5 0.2 288.2 l. 00 
\.lild Birds 37 3.S B.5 0.0 4 \. 2 0. 32 37 16.J 21. 7 0.0 107.0 0.89 
Eggs 37 s .5 15. 9 0.0 91. 0 0.<19 37 18.2 1\6 .1 0.0 273.0 0.95 
Pend anus 37 5.2 9.8 0.0 S6. 0 0. 62 37 23.3 21. 5 0.0 811. 0 1. 00 
[Jreadfrui t 37 9.4 9 .I\ o.o Sil. 2 0.81 37 l\J.6 4 7. 3 7.2 217. 0 l. 00 
Coconut Fluid 37 76 .o 57 .6 12.8 26(>. 2 1. 00 37 150.7 l11B .5 25.4 710.0 l. 00 
Coconut 1'-":ra t 37 36.9 %.·1 0.0 2119. 9 0.97 37 98 .3 86 .4 32.7 458.3 1. 00 
Papaya J.1 5 .6 17. ·1 0.0 9). 0 o.n 34 3 .I\ 18.5 0.0 76.0 0.35 .:::-

LI") 
Sriuash 0 - - - - - 0 - - - - - .-
P urcpk in 15 0.01\ 0. 16 0.0 0.62 0.07 15 1.8 <1 .6 0.0 16.6 0.27 

Ben an a 37 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 37 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
h'Jlermelon 0 - - - - -

c::> 
0 - - - - - U"'> 

Arr (7,ff oo t 37 0 .1 0.6 0.0 3.7 0.03 37 25.4 112. '1 0.0 220.0 0. 76 

Ci tr us 37 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 37 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Aquas Liquids ....... 37 536.3 226.6 133 .4 1331. 2 l. 00 37 3'18. 7 .... 183.2 50.9 :1065.0 1. 00 

TOTAL 37 7110. 7 229 .9 31)1 .0 l 539 .IJ 1. 00 37 900.6 406 .1 397 .0 2717.0 1. 00 .. 

65 
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TJGle 21. Dietary intake in g/day for selected subsistence food ite~s in the Ujelang Survey for children from 12~17 yeJrs. 

Normal Conditions 

L 011 

Food . __ . __ .... _ Nurr.ber _ .. ~r.J n __ . _ . a ..... VJ l ue . 

Fish 

S'i e 11 fish 

Cl ,~ms 

Cr c:Js 

Octopus 

Turtle 

0o'-1eS tic l~ci\ t 

',./ild airds 

Eggs 

P <!ndanus 

G1·r.Jdfruit 

Coconut Fluid 

Coccnu t ti.eat 

Popa ya 

Squash 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

18 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

36 .1 

2.9 

11 .1 

3.7 

6.2 

2.8 

1'l . 2 

9. 9 

10 .4 

6 -7 

17 .8 

lOG. t 

Sil. 2 

0.0 

23.l 

5.7 

13-2 

6.5 

10.G 

G.2 

20.8 

12.4 

13. 0 

11. 7 

27 .2 

90.S 

71.6 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

o.o 
0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

o.o 
o.o 
0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

1.9 

0.0 

I~ i gil 

Value 

GJ .G 

25 _ ,-: 

52.8 
;'5. 9 

3'). I\ 

26. •1 

El. I\ 

41. 2 

39.2 

1~1.?. 

103.5 

335.0 

307.7 

0.0 

Proportion 

of Nonzeros 

0.<)5 

O. GJ 

0. 79 

o. Ill 
0.53 

0.56 

o. 90 

0 .63 

0.68 

0. (,!) 

0. 711 

0.95 

1. 00 

o.o 

Number 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

liJ 

19 

19 

19 

19 
l () 

19 

19 

19 

0 

Famine Conditions 

Low 

~:can 

80.9 

7. '1 

43.6 

30 .1 

2'1 -2 

5 .i\ 

25.7 

16.2 

27 .8 

22.0 

43.5 

157. 7 

l3J .0 

3.9 

a 

110 .8 

11. 3 

91. l 

62.5 

ill\. 9 

12.2 

28.0 

\:J. l 

42 .8"" 
23.3 

ilO .8 

165.4 

109.9 

() .8 

Value 

12. 4 

0.0 

0.5 

0.0 

. a: o 
0.0 

0.8 

0.0 

0.0 

4.0 

0.0 

25.4 

43. 7 

0.0 

High 

V11lue 

514. 5 

50.7 

39'1. 4 

2 71. 5 

182.0 

52.8 

93.4 

67. 6 

182. 0 

96 .3 

124. 4 

710.0 

471. 2 

27.2 

Proportion 

of Nonzeros 

1. 00 

0. 90 

1. 00 

0.90 

0.90 

0.89 

1. 00 

0. 79 

0.84 

1. 00 

0.95 

1. 00 

1.00 

0.32 

0. 4 5 Pimp~ in 

Bc:ncna 

0 

11 

19 

0 

19 

19 

'1 .1 

0.0 

8.7 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

25.S 

0.0 

0.27 

o.o 
11 

19 

0 

7. 0 

0.0 

12.l 

o.o 
0.0 

0.0 

33.2 

0.0 0.0 U') 

\..'atermelon 

Arro.-iroot 

Ci tr us 

0.0 

0.0 

o.o 19 32.7 33.0 0.0 110.0 0.95 

0.0 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

t.n 
r-

;_ 5 2 .'33 . 8 2 6 6 . 2 11 5 3 . 8 1. 00 l 9 3 6 8 -2 14 il . 2 15 9 . 8 71 0 . 0 1. 00 c::::> 

0.0 

0.0 

59~ 

0.0 

0.0 

266.2 

o.o 
0.0 

1153.8 - . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . ".t.(") 

. TOTAL ...... _ . . .19 879.7 359.9 456 .9 1593 .6 1. 00 ........ 19 1031.0 _432.4 _439,4 ... 2134.0 ....... 1.00. 

.66 
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Table 22. Dietary intake in g/day for selected i~~ortr.d food ite~s in the Vjelang Survey for adult males and females. 

Adult M.:iles Adult Females 

LO".>/ Hi ~1h Proportion Low High Proportion 

.~ood ........... Nu;;-:bcr: ... i·~CJn . .... 0 . .. Value vol ue of_Nonzeros Number ~'.can . ... 0 Value Value of Nonzeros 

BaY.ed Bread 35 31.8 33. t. l. 5 180.0 1. OCJ 31\ 30.3 33.5 J. 2 180.0 1. 00 

Fr icd Bread 36 62.8 Gl .9 6. 7 3 77.. 0 l. 00 34 72.0 55.6 6. 7 lf.6.0 1. 00 

Pancakes 36 118.0 :.:1.9 0.0 1(iii.0 0.97 Jll 59.5 1\9 .9 6.0 166.0 1. 00 

Cake 36 2.4 6. <1 0.0 ::o. 3 0. 55 J'l 2.6 3.2 o.b l 0 .1 0.85 

Rice 36 2'10 .6 123.5 36.9 5 j.1 . '.i l. 00 JI\ 233.5 130.6 36.9 606.0 1. 00 

Jnst(ll)t Potatoes 36 67. 7 102.8 0.0 3:,r,. 0 0. 72 32 125.8 133. 0 0.0 443.8 0.94. 

Sugilr 35 -3 .1 2~-2 2.e I·"(,. 2 1. 00 3t1 65.2 35.2 12. 2 170.0 1. (JQ 

Canned Meat and 
Poul try 35 102.5 m .1 21\. 5 .l-10. 0 l. 00 31\ H6 .6 135 .6 13 .6 510.5 1. 00 

Canned Fi sh 36 97 .1 100. 2 0.0 509 .5 0. 97 3·1 HS .5 156. 7 2.8 523.2 1. 00 

Othr.r ;".eot, Fish, 
Pou 1 try 0 - - - - - 0 

Carbonated Drinks 36 360. 7 221\ .3 50.9 1065.0 1. 00 31i 337.9 206.4 50.9 1055.0 1. 00 

Canned Juicrs 36 197 .8 263.9 0.0 l c:,:;. o 0.83 311 305.l 23G.9 0.0 1065.0 0.91 

M i l k Pr o rJu c t s 35 210.1 lt. 0. ll 0.0 621. 2 0.97 3.1 2 7'1. 0 227 .1 0.0 710.0 0.97 

Onion 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
~ 

Canned Vegeta~les l 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0 - - - - - tr) 

Baby Food 0 - - - - - 0 r--

Cocoa 0 - - - - - l 177 .5 0.0 177 .5 177 .5 l. 00 

Ramen Noodles 0 - - - - - 1 6 .1 0.0 6 .1 6 .1 1. 00 0 

Candy ...... 0 - - - - - 0 - - - - - tr> 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . .... ................. 

TOTAL 36 ... ii;9i: .6 . . . ~86.1 ... 62 7 .1 2720.5 
' .... 1. 00 . . . . . . . . . 3.1 . . 1797 .9 . . . . 690 .1 . '1s7 ,7 ... 3136.5 1. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . 

67 
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Tuble 23. Dietary intuke in g/day for selected ir.ipodcd· food items in the Ujelang Survey for children from 0 to 3 years and from 4 to 

Ch i1 d: 0-3 yc.:ir s Child: 4-11 years 

Lo;.i II i gh Proportion Low High Proportion 

Food N~mber ~:can 0 Vu 1 ue Value of Nonzeros Nur.:ber ~:~Jn 0 Value Value of Nonzeros .......... . .... . .. 

Bilked Breud 16 10.5 11. l 0.13 '15. 0 1. 00 37 21.1 lG.8 2.2 67.5 1. 00 

Fried Bre.-.:d 16 26. 2 30. 7· 0.0 93.3 o.m 37 43. I) 29.0 G. 7 93.0 1. 00 

Pancakes 16 25. 2 30.9 0.0 8.3. 3 0.81 37 38.4 2 7. 7 <l.8 83.0 1. 00 
\ 

Cake 16 1.5 2.9 0.0 I 0.1 0.5G 37 1. 2 2. 4 '0.0 l 0 .1 0.51 

Rice 16 97 .0 8') .8 0.0 3.13. 0 o.es 36 153. 7 8<1. 2 2<1.6 343.0 1. 00 

Instant Potatoes H '19 .0 37. <1 0.0 83 .~ 0.93 37 80.J 9?.. 0 0.0 355.0 0.87 

Sugur 16 11'1 .9 ].1. 0 2.8 85.0 1. 00 37 55. 7 2 7. 7 5.7 85.0 1. 00 

C anncd Meat and 
Poultry 16 <19 .9 67. 7 0.0 255. 2 0.81 37 95.9 67 .8 5.7 255.2 1. 00 

Canned Fish 16 IJ3 .<1 63.6 0.0 25·1.S 0.81 37 99.5 99.9 11. 3 509.5 1. 00 

0th er l·:cJ t, Fi sh, 
Pou 1 try 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 <18. 7 311. 5 24 .4 73 .1 1. 00 

CJrbonatec.l Qrinks 16 171.3 llS .5 0.0 35-5 .o 0.83 37 226.5 120.7 50.9 532.5 1. GO 

CJnned Juices 16 !Vi. 5 l 05 .1 0.0 355.0 0.81 37 15 7 .13 1<~ 9. 9 0.0 532.5 0.92 

~·ti lk Products · 15 123.l 125. 2 11. 8 443.8 1. 00 37 197. 2 150.3 12.8 532.5 1. 00 

Onion 0 l o. 06 o.o 0.06 0. 06 l. 00 
f-- - - - - Lr"> 

C~nned Vegetables l 2·1. 4 0.0 21j. <1 2·1. '1 l. 00 0 - - - - - r-
B~by Food l 63.2 o.o 63.2 G.s. 2 1. 00 0 

Cocoa 0 - - - - - l 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
c::> 

Ra:r.en l\oodl es 0 - - - - - 0 - - - - - U") 

Cw dy ........ 1 0.5 . . . 0.0 . . . . . 0.5 . . . . 0.5 . . . . . . 1. 00 ..... 1 . ... 0.5 . ..... o.o 0.5 
'I•• 

0.5 . ... 1. 0 . . . . . . . . . . . 

TOTAL 16 726 .3 320. 4 203.3 1443. 0 . . . . . 1. 00 . . . . . . . 37 117<1 .1 Ill 7 .8 374. 0 254 7 .6 1. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

63 
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Table 24. Dietary inta':e in g/dJ.y for selected ir.iportcd food itc;.is 

in the UjelJ.ng Survey for children from 12 to 17 years. 

Low Hi9h Proportion 

Food Nurr.ber Meiln a VJ.Ive VJ.Ive l\onzeros 

Baked Bread 19 23.5 23.3 3.2 90.0 1. 00 

Fried Bread 19 52.8 36.3 D.3 139 .'.i I. 00 
p~,,ca':es 19 43.7 11.S • 9 o.o l 5r,. o 0.95 \. 

Cake 19 1. 7 2.6 o.o I 0 .1 0.63 

Rice 19 210.8 93. 3 61. 5 3-P.O 1. 00 

Instant Potatoes 19 P,t,. 7 159. 3 11.11 710. 0 1. co 
Sugar 19 67.6 27. 5 5.7 oS. 0 1. 00 

Canned /~ea t on d 
POU l try 19 12 3. 5 [l.1 .8 21\. 5 36·1. 4 1. 00 

C{)nncd Fish 19 l :'.·1 . 9 11'1. 5 211.tl 509.5 1. OJ 

Other l·:cat, Fish, 
Poultry 0 

CarbonJted Orinks 19 286 .3 101. 2 25.4 355.0 1. 00 

Cwned Juices 19 220. 2 259.0 0.0 lOGS. 0 0.90 c::o 
~;ilk Produc~s 19 247 .6 166.2 0.0 532.5 0. 90 lJ""J 

r-
Cnion 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Canned VegetJ.bles 0 

Bi!!:ly Food 0 - - - - c:::> -
t..n 

Cocoa 0 

Rcrr.cn Noodles 1 G .1 Cl. 0 6.1 6 .1 I. 0 

Candy_ .............. 0 - - -. . . . . .................. 

. TOTA~ ......... 19 1537 .6 1178 .5 1108 .6 2720.9 . . . LOO 
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Table 25. Diet co~parisons for acult males from the Ujelang Survey and 

observations ?t Ron9elap and Uterik. 

Uj~Lin9 Survey 

Normcl F c.mine 

Food grams per d.1y grarr.s pr.r d.:iy 

Fish 42 f.<) 

Shell fishb 5.8 ?'1 

Clams 9.3 53 

Coconut Cra!)sc 3 .4 111 

Oorre s t i c ~:ea t d 19 32 

\./ i l d (l irds 8.8 25 

Eggse 7. 9 15 

P .:indanus 2.7 23 

BreJdfrui t 13 Sil 

Coconut Fluid 99 1GS 

Coconut ~~·~at 32 12 5 

Squash ( P u::ipk 1 n) 0.2 0.7 

Arr O.ff oo t 2.3 65 

Ronr.clap and Utcrik 0 

::.;:. x i r.:u :;i D i e ~ 

9r c~~s ·per doy 

163 

19 

7. 2 

9.G 

21.6 
I) .3 

2.4 

179 

2133 

(12 

zo:i 
23 

31. 5 

a 

b 

\.:ork perforrn::d at Ronse1ap and U~erik by Dr. J.-::i ~aidu 

preliminary dut.:i and a final report is in preparation. 

Marine crab .:ind lobster. 

of BNL. These are 

c Incluces land Crebs. 
d Pork and chicken. 
e Bird, chicken and turtle. 

O"' 
Lr) 

r-

c::> 
tn 
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Table 26. Sur.~ary of DietJry Sourc~s and Corresponding Radionuclide Conc~ntration Decay 

Periods Assumed in EstimJling the Ingestion Dose to an Individual From Birth 

Through 70 Years of Age 

First Sc c n a r i o 

P.irth \~it!1in First Yc,1r 

Ingestion Period Dietary Sourer 

Birth to Four th Ye Jr Ch i l tJ 0- 3 _ye.Jr :. 

Fourth to Twelfth Year 

norir..11 ancl [.),inc 

Ch i l cl '1- I I yr .1 r s 

norn,Jl ar.,J fJ:ninc 

Chilu r.-!l y;:·~rs 

norr.-,11 and fJ·~ine 

Twelfth to Eighteenth Year Child 12-17 ycurs 

norr...:il an~ f.:r:iinc 

Adulthood Adult fer.iJ 1 e:~ 

norrrul and fa:nine 

Decay !•er iod 

t·!onc 

4 ycurs 

8 years 

12 years 

18 years 

Second Sccnar io 

Birth at Close of Eighth Year 

Di cl<! r y Source 

Child ll-J ycus 

normJl .:ind f.1rnine 

c 11 i l d '1- 11 yr. Jr s 

ncrmJl und f;i:~ine 

Child 12-17 years 

r.0r1ql ancJ fJ:ninc 

,t,dJlt fcr::ale~ 

norr...::1 end fa:nine 

Decay Period 

8 yeur ~ 

12 ycor s 

20 years 

26 yeurs 

\. 

c::> 
..0 
r-

c::> 
t.f') 



Table 27. Body Weights of l-iarshallese Adu 1 t Males in K<> 
0 

~ 

Atoll lfo:::ber x s M/N }' . \" .. -1..., 

Utcrik'" 9 69.0 12.9 59.5 9 ~. 7 

Bikinib 18 71. 9 12.4 50.0 100.5 

Rongelapa 22 61. 2a 9.2 46.4 86.8 

TOTAL 49 66.6 6.4 46. !., 1 o::. 5 

aA Twenty-Year Rcvie~ of Medical Findin[S in a Marshallese Population 
Accidentally Exposed to Radio2ctive Fallout, Broo~;h.:iven t;at. Lab., l:pco~, 

Ne1-.' York, BJ.:-5042.'.i (1975). 

bH. Greenhouse, Brookhaven t;,:c. Lab., private cor.mur,ication (June, 1979). 

50\\lb( 
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Tnble 28. Average Daily Calcium·lntake for the Marshallese Femaic Die;·.i...--·,:it.' 

for Normal Condicions 

mg Ca Intake, mg Ca 
Food per 100 ga g per day per day 

Fish 20 187 37 

Heat 12 168 20 

Breadfruit ~ 22 27 5.9 

Pandanus 10 9.2 0.92 

Banann 7 0.02 0.001 

Lobster 45 5. 1 2.3 

Hilk 120 274 328 

Coconut meat 10 63 63 

Coconut fluid 30 142 43 

Bread 23 102 23 

Rice 10 234 23 

Carbonated Drink 3b 338 27 

Canned Juices sb 306 2) 

Clams 100 8.9 8.9 

Crabs 45 3. 1 l. l; 

Potatoes 10 127 13 

Egi;s 55 11 6. 1 

Pancakes 215 60 129 

Tot.:i 1 700 m[;/ciay 

8 J.R.C. Buchnnan, A guide to Pacific Island Diet2rie:s, South P;icific Boord 
of Health, Sava, Fiji (19.';7). 

bJ.A.T. Pennington, Dietary Nutrient Guide, Avi Publishing Co., Westport, 
Conn. (1976). 

-5011lb2 
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Table Maximum mrem/y 
~~ .J'~'- .. ·: !j 

29. annu2 l dose rat es in for adult females in-ootr:' -· 
normal and famine dietary conditions. 

Type Pa th\..'ay Year of 
of Organ Ingestion External Maxir;iurn 

Location Diet Gamma Total Dose 

Enge bi (Janet) Normal Bone Marro·~· 192.7 55. 7 2 250 10 
Wholebody 175.7 57.63 235 9 

~ 

-Famine Bone Marro\..' 445.6 55.72 500 10 
Wholebody 396 .1 57.63 455 9 

Enge bi (Jar.et) 
Northeast Quadrant Normal Bo:ie Marro1,,· 187.9 57.06 245 10 

Wholebody 168.8 59 .18 230 9 

Far.iine Bone }:arrO\" 436.74 57.06 495 10 
Wi101 e body 380.6 59. 1 f, 4.'.,0 <; 

Enge bi (Janet) 
Southeast Quadrar. t l~oroa 1 Bo:-ie M2!TOI-.' lL.5.3 47.82 1 9(J ~ 

\·tn o 1 e bod :-r 135.6 49.33 1£5 9 

Farr:i ne Bone Marrow 337.7 4 7. 82 385 10 
Wnol ebody 304.8 49.33 355 9 

Enge bi (Janet) 
Sou th\.'C st Quadrant ~:orma 1 Bo'1e Ma;:rO\.' 128.5 50.56 180 9 

\..'holebocy 116.8 52.33 170 9 

Fac:ine Bone }'..=. rro1.; 302. 1 50.56 355 JO 
Wholebocy 26 2 52.33 315 9 

Enge bi (Janet) 
North .... ·cst Quadrant J~orma l Bone ?·;arro\.,' 260.7 64. t... J 32) 10 

Who J ebody 239.3 66.58 30) lj 

Famine Bone };arrO\..' 604. 1 6!.,. 41 670 10 
Wholebody 544.9 64 . 41 6 • r, lv 10 

A or.ion (Sally) Normal Bone Marro>: 37.19 12.3~ 5 (I i (, 

Wholebody 32. 18 12. 76 45 <; 

Famine Bone Marro>-' 85.47 12.32 90 10 
Wholebody 72.Bo 12. 76 86 9 

501 llb3 



Di ~· . " n:--c;-:,, Table 29 Continued : 1 ~ ' . • I ,_, "f i ,,., . - ' 
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._ -->Li ~; 

Type Pathway Yee=: of 
of Organ Ingestion External Maxi nu;;: 

Location Diet Gamma Total Dose 

Bijire (Tilda) Normal Bone Marrow 32.50 13. 24 46 9 
Wholebody 30.28 13. 24 44 9 

Famine Bone Marro"· 76.62 12.79 89 10 
Wholebody 68.57 13.24 82 9 

;. 

Southern h 1 ands Normai B .:-:i e Marro\..· 2.520 1. 228 3.7 3 
\..'hol et>c:y 1.929 l.2f.l 3.2 2 

Farr.ine: Bone };arro1; 6.c39 1 .135 7.8 5 
Wholebody 4. 62·~ 1. 281 5,9 2 

Enge bi (Janet) 
Island/Northern 
Islandsa Normal Bo:; E: Marro1.; 180.2 50. 12 2 3(1 10 

Whol ebody 163.4 51.86 215 9 

Famine Bone Marro1-: 418.3 50.12 470 10 
Wholcbody 371. 5 50 .12 420 10 

Enge bi (Janet) 
Island/Southern 
lslandsb Normal Bo;-ic l·:arro1: 35. 7& 49. 14 85 9 

Wi1ol el.,ody 23.52 49. l .!. 73 9 

F<:rnine: Bone: !·~c =-ro\ .. ' lOG.3 45.95 1)0 j 1 
\.,rnolcbocy 61 . ! l 4 9. 14 110 9 

Aor!lon (Sally) 
Island/l~orthern i\oroa J Bo;-ie Marro~: 37. s:, 13.oG 5'.:: 10 
Islandsa i-.';1c• l E: body 33.05 J<';.L,] 47 9 

Famine Bone ~·~crro.,~· 86.94 13.86 101 10 
\.tnole:bocy 7!.;. 79 14. 41 89 9 

aTen percent of thE coconut intaLe is fro;;: the liorthern Isiands 

bAll of the coconut intake is froG the Southc-:--n Isla:-ids 

5 0 I I 1 b 4- · 



Table 29 Continued D/"- r ·J ~. . t;::J~ 
~ ·, ~,/ ... 0 ' ! rL i 

.. ti u ,' .:-.. :: ·~,..:J .: . .' 
- t.. . •. . r 

Type Pathv.•ay Year or 
of Organ Ingestion External Maximum 

Location Diet Gaoroa Total Dose 

Bijire (Tilda) 
Island/Northern 
Islandsa Normal Bone Marrov.• 33.56 14.22 48 9 

Whol ebody 31. 32 14.22 46 9 

,:Famine Bone Marrow 78.98 13. 72 93 10 
Wl1ol ebody 70.85 14. 22 85 9 

Southern 
Is land s/l\or thern 
Islands Norn;al Bont: 1·'.a !"ro1..• 5.47 3.71 9.2 9 

Wholebody 4.62 3. 71 8.3 9 

Fa4line Bone Marrow 13. 1 3.71 1 7 9 
Whole body 10.5 3.71 14 9 

Enge bi (Janet) t\orrr.al Bone Marro1..· 155.5 40.43 195 21 
Birth through Whol ebody 136. 7 40, l;J 1£0 ~ ! 

70 ye 
FaminE: Bone Ma':'"ro\.,' 365. 1 40. 43 40) ..,. 

"- 1 

Whole body 30E:.5 40.43 350 21 

Enge bi (Jam·!:) Norm21 Bone Marro1-.• 112. 8 57.63 170 
Birth th rout;:. \..'holebo:ly 90. 70 57. G:S 150 
70 yd 

fau;inc Bonr: Marro~' 303. i; 33.03 335 21 
\..rno le bocy 256.6 J:S. o:s 2 90 ')' 

~I 

aTen percer:t of the coconut intake is froC": the l\orthern Islands 

clt is assur.ied that the child is born at the tir.ie of return and lives L!!, 

entire lifespan on Enjebi (Janet) Island 

d 
err is assumed that the child is born at the tioe of return and lives :.i~ 
entire lifespan on Enjebi (Janet) Island 

5011lb5' 



Table 30. 30 and 50 year integra 1 doses in rem for adult females under normal and 
famine dietary c ond 1 ti ons for the Enge bi (Janet) Island living pattern. 

30 )'.e.'.lr Integral Liose 1 Rer., 50 year lntei;ral Dose 2 Rero 
Pathway Who l ebody Bone Marro1.· \..'holebody Bo.-ie Marro1.· 

Nuclide Normal Famine Norma 1 Fazr.ine Normal Famine Normal Famine 

Ingestion 

137Cs 3.4 7.6 3.4 7.6 5.2 12 5.2 12 

90Sr 0.42 1. 2 0.66 2 

239+240Pu 0.0032 0.013 O.OOS7 0.034 

241Am 0.0045 0.017 0.012 0. O.'.i6 

24 lPu ( 241 Ar;i) 0.0021 0.0077 0.007S 0.0:'9 

External Gam;;;a 

137Cs + 60Co 1. 5 1. 5 1. 5 1. 5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 

Inhalation 

239+2li0Pu o. 072 0' 072 0.2i 0.21 

2li 1 Am o. 042 0. Qi; 2 0 .11 0. 11 

24 lPu (241An) O.Ol4 6' 0 l.'.i 0.050 0.050 

TOTAl 4.9 9. 1 5.5 l 1 7.2 14 8.3 16 

5011lbb 



Table 31. 30 and 50 year integral doses in rem for adult females under normal and 
famine dietary conditions for the Northeast Quadrant of Eni;ebi (Janet) 
Island living pattern. 

30 ~rear Integral Dos£, Rerr: 50 Year Intet:rcl Dose 1 Rer.: 
Pathway Who 1 ebody Bone Harrow \.foo1ebody Bone Marro\·.' 

Nuclide Norma 1 Famine. Normal Famine Normal Fa;;;ine Normal Famine 

Ingest i o;i 

137 Cs J.3 7. 3 3.3 7.3 5 11 5 11 

.905 r 0.48 1. 4 0.75 2.3 

239+240Pu 0.0031 0.013 o.ooss 0 .0.).", 

241Arn 0.0045 0.017 0. 01:: 0. o:. ~' 

24 lPu (241Arn) 0.0021 0. 0077 0.00/S 0 .0'.29 

External Ga=a 

137Cs 60 + Co 1. 5 1. 5 1. 5 1. 5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 

Inhalation 

239+240Pu 0.063 0.063 0.19 0. 19 

241Arn 0.036 0.036 0. OS· 7 0. OS· 7 

241Pu (2Li1Am) o. 012 0.012 0.043 0. 0.1. 3 

TOTAL 4.8 8.8 5 .Li 11 7.2 13 8. 1 15. 

so1r1b1 



Table 32. 30 and 50 year integra 1 doses in rem for adult females under normal and 
famine dietary conditions for the Southeast Quadrant of Enge bi (Janet) 
Island living pattern. 

30 year Integral Dose, Rer:i 50 year Integral Dose: Rem 
Pathway Whole body Bone Marro1.• Who le body Bone Marro"' 

Nuclide Normal Famine Normal Famine Normal Famine Normal Famine 
~ 

Ingestion 

137 . 
Cs 2.6 5.9 2.6 5.9 4 9 4 9 

90Sr 0.028 0.82 0.44 1. 3 

239+240Pu 0.0030 0.012 0.0082 0.033 

241Am 0.0043 0.017 0.012 0. 045 

241Pu (241Arn) 0.0019 0.0074 o. 0073 o.o:s 

External Garr;rna 

137 Cs + 60Co 1. 3 1. 3 1. 3 1. 3 1. 7 1. 7 1. 7 1. 7 

Inhalation 

239+240 
Pu 0. 10 0. 10 0.31 0.31 

241Am 0.059 0.059 0. 16 0. 16 

24 lPu (241Arc) 0.019 0.019 0.071 0.071 

TOTAL J.9 7.2 4.4 8.2 5.7 l 0 6. 7 12 

50tllb8 
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Table 34. 30 and 50 year integral doses in rem for adult females under normal and 
famine dietary conditions for the Northwest quadrant of Engebi (Janet) 
Island living pattern. 

30 1'.ear In tegra 1 Dose 1 Rem 50 1·ear Integral Dose 1 Rem 
Pathway Whole body Bone Marrow Who 1 ebody Bone :r-:arrow 

Nuclide Norma 1 Famine Norma 1 Famine Normal Famine Norma 1 Famine 
, 

·ingestion 

137_Cs 4.6 10 4.6 10 7 16 7 16 

90Sr 0.52 1. 6 0.82 2.5 

239+240Pu 0.0034 0.013 0. 0096 0.036 

241Am 0.0047 0.017 0.013 o. o:; 7 

24 lPu (241Ar:i) 0.0022 0.0076 0.0082 0.029 

External Gar:J!Jia 

137 Cs &oc + 0 1. 7 1. 7 1. 7 1. 7 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 

Inhalation 

239+240 
Pu 0. 011 0.011 0.32 0. 32 

241Am 0.034 0.034 0.091 0.091 

241 Pu (241An) o. 011 0 .011 0. 04 2 0. O.'.. 2 

TOTAL 6.3 11 7.0 13 9 18 10 21 



Table 35. 30 and 50 year integral doses in rem for adult females under normal and 
famine dietary conditions for the Engebi (Janet) Island/Northern Island 
living pattern. 

Pathway 
Nuclide 

Ingestion 

137 . 
Cs 

239+240Pu 

241 Arn 

External Gar._-:-:a 

137c 60c s + 0 

Inhalation 

239+240Pu 

241Am 

30 year Integral Dose, Re~ 

Wholebody Bone Marro"'' 
Normal Famine Normal Famine 

~ 

3.2 7. 1 3.2 7. 1 

0.42 1. 2 

0.0032 0.013 

0.0045 0.017 

0.0021 

1. 4 1.4 1.4 1. 4 

0.067 0.067 

0.040 0.040 

o. 013 0.013 

TOTAL 4. 6 8.5 5. 1 10 

5011110 

50 vear Integral Dose, Rera 
\,'hoiebody Bor\e M2rro1.· 

Norrual Famine Normal Fa~ine 

4 . 8 11 4.8 11 

0.65 2 

0.0086 0.034 

0.0012 0.046 

0.007S 0.029 

1. 8 1. 8 1. 8 1. 8 

0. 20 0. 20 

0. 011 0. 011 

0. Q.'., 7 0. 04 7 

6.6 12 7.6 15 
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Table 36. 30 and 50 year integral doses in rem for adult fe~ales under normal and 
famine dietary conditions for the Engebi (Janet) Island/Southern Island 
living pattern. 

Pathway 
Nuclide 

Ingestion 

137· Cs 

239+240Pu 

241Arn 

External GaCT.a 

Inhalation· 

239+240Pu 

241Am 

30 year Integral Dose, Rem 
\.rr;o 1 cbody Bone Marro,,.· 

Nonna l Famine l'.'orwa 1 Famine 

0.54 J. 3 0.54 1. 3 

0.36 1. 1 

0.0029 0.012 

0.0042 0.016 

0.0018 0.0072 

1. 3 1. 3 1. 3 

0.061 0.061 

0.036 0.036 

0.012 0.012 

TOTAL 1. 8 2.6 2.3 3.8 

5011111 

50 year Integral Dose, Rem 
~iolebody Bone Marro~ 

Normal Famine Normal Faoinc 

0.77 1. 9 . 0. 77 1. 9 

0.57 1. 8 

o. 0078 0.04L; 

0. 011 0.037 

0. OOG.9 0.0:?7 

1. 7 1. 7 1. 7 1. 7 

\ 

0. 18 0. 18 

0.09.'.i 0 .094 

0. O.'.. 3 0. o:, J 

2.5 3.6 3.4 5.8 
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Table 37. 30 and 50 year integral doses in rem for adult females under normal and 
famine dietary conditions for the A om on (Sally) Island living pattern. 

30 year Integral Dose 1 Rem 50 year Intez;ral Dose 1 Rem 
Pathway Who 1 e body Bone ~:arrow \.tnolebociy Bone Marro1o.· 

Nuclide Normal Famine .Norma 1 Famine Normal Famine Normal Famine 

Ingestion 
,.. 

137 Cs 0.63 1.4 0.63 1.4 0.95 2.2 0.95 2.2 

90· 
Sr 0.013 0.32 o. 020 o.s1 

239+240Pu 0.003 0 .12 o.oos 0.033 

241Am 0. OOL. 1 0.016 o. 011 0 .O.'i!i 

24 lPu ( 241 Am) 0.0018 0. 0072 0.0068 a.on 

External Gar::::ma 

137 Cs 6Dc + 0 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 

Inhalation 

239+240Pu 0.020 0.020 0.059 0.059 

241 Arn 0.0011 0.0011 0.030 0.030 

24 lPu (241Am) 0.0036 0.0036 0.013 0.013 

TOTAL 0.99 1. 5 0.87 1. 9 1.4 2. 7 l. 8 3.4 

·sot1112 
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Table 38. 30 and 50 year integral doses in rem for adult females under normal and 
famine dietary conditions for the Aornon (Sally) Island/Northern Islands 
living pattern. 

30 year Integral Dose 1 Rer:i 50 ;rear Integral Dose, Re:m 
Patliway Whole body Bone Marro1.1 Who le body Bone Marro1.· 

Nuclide Normal Famine Norma 1 Far::i ne Normal Famine Normal Famine 

Ingestion 

137 Cs 0.64 1. 5 0.64 1. 5 0.98 2.2 0.98 2.2 

90Sr o. 12 0.31 0 .19 0 .49 

239+240Pu 0.003 0.012 o.ooso 0.033 

241Arn 0.0041 0.016 0. 011 0.0~4 

24 lPu (241Am) 0.0018 0.0072 0.006& 0.027 

External Gamma 

137Cs + 60Co 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0 .48 0 .48 0.48 0 .48 

Inhalation 

239+240 
Pu 0.022 o. a:: 2 0.065 0. (J(, 5 

241Am 0.015 ().015 O.OL. 0.0~ 

24 lPu (241Aru) o.oos 0.005 0.010 O.OlE; 

TOTAL 0.99 1. 9 1. 2 2.3 1 . 5 2. 7 1. 8 3. l. 

5011113 



Table 39. 30 and 50 year integral doses in rem for adult females under normal and· 
famine dietary conditions for the Bijire (Tilda) Island living pattern. 

30 year Ir. t u;r .::I Dose, Rem 50 2:'.ear Integral Dose 1 Rem 
Pathway Wholebody Bone harrow Whole body Bone Marro1< 

Nuclide Normal Fai::ine Nort:a 1 F2;;-.ine Norma} Famine Nonna 1 Famine 

Ingestion 

137 Cs 0.59 1.3 0.59 1.3 0.9 2.0 0.9 2.0 

90Sr 0.064 0.20 0.099 0.31 

239+240Pu 0.0029 0.012 0.0079 0.032 

241.Am 0.0041 0.016 O.OOli O.OL.3 

241Pu (241Am) 0.0018 0 .0072 0.00(,8 0.02/ 

External Ga=a 

137Cs + 60Co 0.34 0.34 o. jl, 0.34 0. 46 0.46 0.46 0 .46 

Inhalation 

239+240Pu 0.018 0.018 O.OSJ 0.053 

241Am o. 013 0. Ol.3 0.03) u.o:>s 

241Pu (241Arr;) 0.0042 0.0042 0.015 0.015 

TOTAL 0.89 l. 7 0.99 1. 9 1 . 4 2.5 1.6 3 

501111~ 



Table 40. 30 and 50 year integral doses in rem for adult females under normal and 
famine dietary conditions for the Bijire (Tilda) Island/Northern Islands 
living pattern. 

30 year Integral Dose, Rem 
Pathway 

Nuclide 
Wholebody Bone Marrow 

Normal Famine Normal Famine 

Ingestion 

137Cs 0.61 1.4 0.61 1.4 

0.065 0. 20 

0.003 0.012 

241Arn 0.0041 0.016 

0.0018 0.0072 

External G;;Ti!r.la 

137c 60c o 37 s + 0 • 0.37 0.37 0.37 

Inhalation 

239+240Pu 0.022 0.022 

241 Arn 0.015 O.Oi5 

o·. 005 0.005 

TOTAL 0. 99 1. 8 1. 1 2. 1 

5011115, 

50 year Integral Dose, Rem 
Wholebody Bone Marrow 

Normal Famine Normal Famine 

0.93 2 .1 0.93 2 .1 

0. 10 0.31 

0.0079 0.033 

0. 0011 0. OL. 3 

0.0068 0.0~7 

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

0.065 0.065 

0.04 0.04 

0.018 0.018 

1. 5 2.6 1. 7 3. 1 
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Table 41. 30 and 50 year integral doses in rem for adult females under normal and 
famine dietary conditions for the Southern Islands living pattern. 

Path\.iay 
Nuclide 

Ingestion 

137Cs 

_239+240Pu 

241Am 

External Gar.c.a 

137c 60c s + 0 

Inhalation 

239+240Pu 

241 Am 

30 year Integral Dose, Rem 
Wnolebody Bone Marrow 

Normal Famine Normal Famine 

0.043 0.10 0.043 0. 10 

0.019 0.059 

0.0028 0.012 

0.0037 0.015 

0.0016 0.0067 

0.026 0.026 0.026 0.026 

0.00060 0.00060 

0.00046 0.00046 

0.00015 0.00015 

TOTAL 0.069 0. 12 0. 10 0.22 

5 0 ' ' 11 b~ 

50 year Integral Dose, Rem 
Wholebody Bone Marro\..' 

Normal Famine Normal Famine 

0.059 0.14 0.059 0 .14 

0.027 0.086 

0.0075 0.032 

0.0097 0.0.'..l 

0.0059 0.0~5 

0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 

0.0018 0.001& 

0.001'.? 0.0012 

O.OOC5C, 0.00056 

0.089 0. 18 0. 1 7 0.36 



Table 42. 30 and 50 year integral doses in rem for adult females under normal and 
famine dietary conditions for the Southern Islands/Northern Islands 
living pattern. 

Pathway 
Nuclide 

Ingestion 

137Cs 

241Am 

External G.'.?r..:;-,.:; 

137c 6oc s + 0 

Inhalation 

239+240p 
u 

241 Am 

30 year Integral Dose, Rem 
Wholebody Bone Marro\./ 

Normal Famine Normal Famine 

0.099 0.23 0.099 0. 23 

0.021 0.066 

0.0028 0.012 

0.0037 0.015 

0.0016 0.0067 

0.096 0.096 0 .096 0.096 

0.0060 0.0060 

0.0045 0.0045 

0.015 0.015 

TOTJ\l 0. 2 0.33 0.25 0.46 

5011111 

50 vear Integral Dose, Re~ 

Wholebody Bone Marro\" 
Normal Famine Normal Fa~ine 

0.15 0.33 0 .15 0.33 

0.031 0.094 

0.0075 0.032 

0.0097 0. 041 

0.0060 0.025 

0.13 0.13 0 .13 0 .13 

O.Olc 0.018 

0.012 0.012 

0.05L. 0.054 

0. 28 0.46 0. 3'.:'. 0.56 



Table 43. 30 and 50 year integral doses in rem for a child* under normal and 
famine dietary conditions for the Enjebi (Janet) Island living 
pattern. 

30 year Integral Dose~ f(er.: 50 year Integral Dose 1 

Pathway Who le body Bone Harrow Whol ebody Bone 
Nuclide Normal Famine Norma 1 Famine Nonna 1 Famine Nor~al 

-Ingestion 

13? Cs 2. 7 5.9 2. 7 5.9 4.5 9.9 4.5 

9gr 0.36 1. 1 0.60 

- 239+240 
Pu 0. 0028 0.0097 0.0081 

241 Am O.OC37 0.013 O. OJ l 

241Pu (241Am) 0. OOJ7 0.0059 0.0072 

External Gaer;. a 

137 Cs + 60Co 1. 5 1. 5 1. 5 1. 5 2.0 2.0 2.0 

Inhalation 

239+240 + + + 
Pu 0.072 0.072 0.21 

241 + + + 
Am 0 .04'.? 0.072 0 .11 

24 lPu (241Am) + 
0.072 

+ o.oso+ 0. Oll; 

TOTAL 4.2 7. 4 4.7 8. 7 G.5 12 7.5 

*rt is assumed that the child is born at the tir.ie of return and lives his 
entire life span on Engebi Islanc 

+Adult data used because no inforrr.2tion is available: for chilcren; this 
probably overestimates the dose due to increased dicte~; intake of the adull 

--.---... --~------- -~~-~~--0 I I 11 B 

Rem 
Marrow 

Famine 

9.9 

1. 8 

0.029 

0.0.JS 

0 .0'.?4 

2. () 

0.21 
+ 

+ 
0. 11 

0.050+ 

14 
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Table 44. 30 and 50 year integral doses in rem for a child* under normal and 
famine dietary conditions for the Enge bi (Janet) Island living 
pattern. 

30 _}'.ear Integral Dose 1 Rem 50 year Integral Dose 1 
Pathway Whole body Bone Marrow Whol ebody Bone 

Nuclide Normal Famine Normal Famine Normal Famine Normal 
~ 

Ingestion 

137Cs 2.8 6.3 2.8 6.3 4.3 9.6 4.3 

90Sr 0.40 1. 2 0.60 

239+240Pu 0.0029 0.0099 0.0082 

241 Am 0.0039 0.013 0.011 

241Pu (241Am) 0.0018 0.0059 0. 0072 

External Ga=a .. 
137 Cs 60. 

+ Co 1. 2 1. 2 1 . 2 1. 2 1. 6 1. 6 1. 6 

Inhalation 

239+240Pu + + + 
0.072 0. 072 0. 21 

241 + + + 
Am 0.042 0. 0.'.;2 0. 11 

24 lPu (241Am) + 0.014+ 
.. 

0.014 0.05(; 

TOTAL 4.0 7.5 4.5 8.9 5.9 12 6.9 

*rt is assumed that the child is born 8 years after return and lives his 
entire life span o~ Engebi Island 

+Adult data used b~cause no information is available for children; this 
probably overestimates the dose due to increased dietary intake of the adult 

Re:n 
Marro1-.· 

Farr:ine 

9.6 

1. 8 

0.029 

0.038 

0.024 

l. 6 

+ 
0. 2 J 

+ 
0. 11 

0.050 
+ 

14 
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Table 45. 241Am Soil Analysis for 0-15 cm. Soil concentrations less than the MDA are set to the MDA. 

/\rith 
-

____!S~_igc' s method Quantiles m~.:in x 
r-t!":stb Sample No. pCi/ g Ta ,. s c.v. rn 

Engebi total 99 4.6 0.5 0.5 5 .I+ 10.3 1. 9 5.6 
NW 30 4.9 0. l+ 0.5 5 .1 5.8 1.3 5.5 
NE zr) 5.9 0.6 0.5 7 .o lJ .1 1. 9 8.3 
SW 12 2.3 0.6 0.5 2.6 4.2 1.6 3.7 
SE 27 4.0 0.3 0.5 ,, . 3 5.6 1. 3 4.6 

i\e j 12 5.5 0.6 0.5 7.6 20.0 2.6 15.2 
Alernbel 1 3 1. 5 0.6 0.5 1. 7 1. 7 1. l 2. 1 
Aomon 35 l.6 0.5 0.5 l ./1 1.8 1. 3 1.6 
Bijire 15 1 .l1 0 .11 0.5 1 .L1 1. G l. 2 1. 7 
Billae 5 1.1 0.5 0 .1 l. 2 1. 2 l. 0 2.9 
Lojwa 1.5 0.7 0. 1 o.s 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.7 
Mijikadrek 5 3.5 -0.8 0.5 3.5 1. 4 0 .I+ 3.6 
Kidrincn 7 L1. 0 0.9 0.5 '·. 6 7.5 1. 6 9.9 
El lc 6 5.7 o.o 0.5 5. 2 7.5 1. 5 9.8 
Bokencl.Jb I+ . 3.3 o.o 0.5 3 .I+ 1. 6 0.5 3.7 

ashift parameter pCi/g. 
b/\ccept.1nce level r.:inr..0s: r < 0.05, .0.5 < r < 0.1, 0.1 < r < 0.5, r< 0.5. 

cquantile of the Kri~~ m position. 

d99;. percentile v:iluc- in pCi/g. 

s 

12.2 
8.7 

22.7 
15.1 
7.4 

l(i8 
4.1 
2.7 
3.7 

27.5 
0.2 
1.6 

8l1. 5 
l1 l . 2 

2 .I+ 

997.d 
x i. 3x J.C pCi/g 

\. 

73' 93 50 
69 93 40 
73 92 83 
71 91 41 
69 93 34 
78 90 218 
70 93 16 
74 95 11 
71 93 14 
71 89 36 
56 100 1.4 
54 100 8.4 
74 89 133 
70 94 35 
59 100 8.8 

Maximum 
sample : 

98 
97 
93 
90 
96 
88 
86 
99 
95 
84 
97 
88 
87 
97 
74 

~
\'·, __ ./ 

·i..t.. .•• 

t: -· . 

'···.·. . t:·--: :- . 
(J7I" • - • 

u 
c:-::.: 



U1 
0 

_J 

CX> 

Arith -mean x 
Sample No. pC i/ g Ta 

Engebi total 99 18.5 - 2. 1 
NW 3a 24.4 - 2.9 
NE 26 19.6 -17.2 
S\.l 12 10.6 a.a 
SE 27 1 /1. 6 - 2.5 

Aej 12 8.8 o.o 
Al r.rnbel lJ /.'.. 9 a.a 
Aomon 35 J.2 0. l 
Bijire 1 5 J.6 0.6 
Bi 11 ae 5 1.1 o.o 
Lojwa 15 l. 2 a.a 
Mijikadrek 5 6.5 a.a 
Kidrinen 7 ia.a -21sa 
Elle 6 12.2 1. 7 
Bokenelab '~ 7. 6 5.2 

3 Shift parameter pCi/e. 
bAcceptance level ranges: r < 0.05, 
cquantile of the Krige m position. 

d99z percentile value in pCi/g. 

Table 46. 13 7cs Soil Analysis for 0-15 cm. 

-1S2:_~ge' s met hod Quantiles 
r-testb :~ .$ c.v. m s 

0.5 18.6 18.0 1.0 19.0 19.0 
a.5 211. 7 27 .6 1. 1 26.1 32.5 
a.5 19.5 lJ. 2 a.7 19.8 14 .1 
a.5 J a. 5 9.5 0.9 11.6 13 .. 1 
0.5 14.7 10.9 a.7 15.1 12.1 
0.5 9.9 15.2 1. 5 12.9 J3.5 
a.5 3.0 2.6 0.9 J.3 3.5 
0.5 3.J 4.4 L .4 3.5 5.5 
a.5 J.7 3.4 0.9 11. 1 4.9 
0.5 1. l 0.9 a.8 l. 3 1. 5 
a.5 l. 2 a.7 0.6 1.2 a.8 
a.5 7. a 7.a 1.0 10.0 18.2 
a.5 10. () 5.6 o.6 10.0 6.2 
a.5 13.0 18.7 l.l-1 25.1 134 .3 
a.5 7.6 2.9 a. l1 9.4 12.5 

. a5 < r < a.1, a.l< r < a.5, r < a.5 . 

99zd 
x zc 3x 7.C pCi/g 

64 '. 96 92 
' 66 94 154 

56 98 64 
64 9l1 64 
61 97 59 
71 90 ua 
65 94 17 
7a 93 25 
65 94 23 
61 93 7 
61 9a 4 
63 89 8a 
50 laa 24 
7a 88 32a 
65 96 50 

Maximum 
sample i 

laa 
98 
96 
92 
93 
89 
92 
97 
96 
87 
95 
76 
89 
89 
86 

r· ····-. 
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r 
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Table 47. Radioanalysis of local foods for Bikini and Eneu Islands __, 
00 
r--..:> Arith 

mean x Krir,e's method Qu.intiles 99;.d Maximum 
Sample No. pCi/g Ta r-testb - c.v. x i. 3x i.C pCi/g ssmple ::C Y. s m s 

Bikini Coconut 
meat, 137 Cs 8 233 -1.9 0.5 233 108 0.5 233 119 59 \.100 589 89 

' 
Bikini Coconut 
meat, & juice, 
137 Cs 8 127 -113 0.5 127 95 a.7 133 ua 63 98 480 95 

Eneu.Coconut 
mca t, 137 Cs 15 28 -1.4 a.5 27 21 a.8 29 25 63 98 la4 98 

Encu Coconut 
me.:it, 90sr 9 0.02 a.a a.5 a.a2 a.a2 0.8 a.a2 a.a2 63 97 a.1 95 

Encu Coconut 
meat, & j\l1Ce 1 

137c 5 16 l'.l -1.4 a.5 19 15 a . .:i 20 18 64 97 76 97 

Encu Cocon11t 
1uice onlv, 

37cs · 15 8.a -a.7 a.5 7.9 6. 1 a.8 8.3 7.2 63 98 31 97 

Eneu Paoay.:i 
13 7 Cs . 7 16 6.a 0.5 16 12 a.7 17 11~ 63 98 61 95 

ashift parameter pCi/g. 
b!\cccpt:ince level rangr.s: r < a.as, .a5 < r < a.1! O. l .- r < a.S, r < a.s. 
cqu~ntile of the Kri&c m position. ' 

' 
, ,. 

dg9~ pcrcr.ntile value in pCi/g. 1 .• ~.:-
···1 
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